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Introduction

Tsunamis are classified as long waves in shallow water, traveling with a speed dependent on the water depth. They are caused by the displacement of a large volume of water due to an impulsive disturbance, such as earthquakes, submarine and subaerial slides, volcanic eruptions and asteroid impacts. Tsunamis generated by earthquakes may have wavelengths of several hundreds of kilometers, small deep-water amplitudes and travel with velocities typically ranging from 500 to 1000 km/h (e.g. Geist et al. (2006)). When the waves reach the shore, the velocity decreases, which leads to an amplification in elevation with possible devastating consequences. Tsunamis generated by landslides has not been given as much attention and is less known. Slide generated waves affects typically smaller regions (Okal & Synolakis, 2004). But, the initial wave heights may be huge with runup heights up to several hundreds of meters (Fritz et al., 2009).

Tsunami hazards have become more significant due to the increased population in coastal zones. The Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004 and the Great East Japan tsunami in 2011 are two disasters which caused devastating destruction. In order to prevent casualties and destruction, appropriate knowledge about generation, propagation and inundation of tsunamis are vital. Due to the complexity of the wave evolution, from generation to runup, a number of different approaches are necessary including numerical modeling, experiments in small and large scale, field surveys and analytic theory. Numerical models are traditionally based on long wave equations, including dispersion and nonlinearity when necessary. The developed numerical models are often validated by analytic theory, experiments and/or field observations. Experiments are performed in a controlled environment and a number of different aspects of the flow may be measured, on the other hand, laboratory investigations may include scale effects. Field observations of the inundation are generally based on either recognition of watermarks on land and vegetation or through personal reports from eyewitnesses and collected information from a real event is very valuable. However, one should be aware of the limitations of experiments or field observations. In this study it is crucial to have particulars about the limitations of the applied models and keep in mind that sometimes good agreement may be coincidental.

Tsunami society, a historical perspective

There exist an extensive amount of literature concerning tsunami research. In this section a brief review of some of this literature is presented.

Due to the complexity of generation and evolution in combination with a lack of instrumental recordings, analytic and numerical work for prediction of propagation and runup was previously somewhat limited. One example of early work related to tsunami research is Hall
& Watts (1953) who studied a solitary wave approaching an inclined beach, where the experiments represented waves propagating over a flat ocean and then climbing up a uniformly sloping continental shelf. Wiegel (1955) did experiments on slide generated waves, where the slide was represented as a wedge shaped box. Carrier & Greenspan (1958) derived a non linear solution based on monochromatic waves approaching from infinity, with runup on an inclined beach. In 1966 Peregrine (1966) calculated the evolution of a undular bore propagating over constant depth, continuing with deriving different approximations of depth averaged equations in 1967 (Peregrine, 1967). During the 80s, numerical models for calculating runup developed rapidly. Gopalakrishnan & Tung (1980) studied run-up of non-breaking waves and applied numerical models where the Galerkin finite element method were used to produce a quasi 2-D model. Synolakis (1987) reported experiments on breaking and non-breaking solitary waves running up a beach compared with theory. He obtained a celebrated asymptotic solution for the runup height. The real break through for tsunami science was during the 90s, when large scale experimental data became available together with a range of field surveys. In September 1992, the Nicaraguan tsunami was the first major tsunami in 9 years, followed by the Flores Island tsunami in December 1992, which resulted in a number of detailed studies also in three dimensions (Synolakis & Bernard, 2006).

Two major disasters caused by earthquakes in subduction zones are the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami and the 2011 Great East Japan tsunami. The 2004 tsunami caused over 220 000 casualties and is the most devastating tsunami in recorded history (Lay et al., 2005). A number of field surveys were done with the objective to improve and further develop numerical models for prediction of inundation (Synolakis & Kong, 2006). The 2011 tsunami caused more than 15 000 deaths with local inundation up to 5 km (Romano et al., 2012). A large data set for this tsunami is available, including altimeters, pressure gauges, inundation heights and tide gauges data. Hooper et al. (2013) applied this data to model the seafloor motion while Suppasri et al. (2013) evaluated the damage level on buildings caused by the tsunami. In the awareness of possible devastating natural distastes caused by earthquake generated tsunamis, numerous works on tsunami hazards has been reported (Geist & Parsons, 2006; Løvholt et al., 2012, 2014).

Due to the two major distastes in 2004 and 2011 a lot of attention has been given to earthquake generated tsunamis. Tsunamis that are generated by landslides constitutes a great threat but affects smaller regions. In 1958 a rock-slide was triggered by an earthquake in Lityua Bay, the generated wave over-topped the facing hillside with a runup height of 524 m. This event has been investigated both experimental and numerically with good agreement to the real case (Mader, 1999; Fritz et al., 2001, 2009). A more recent slide generated tsunami is the Papua New Guinea tsunami in 1998 which flooded three villages and caused over 2200 deaths (Tappin et al., 2008). A study of submarine landslide generated tsunamis were conducted by Harbitz et al. (2014a), who summed up historical global events and discussed the assessment of present slide tsunami hazard in relation to earlier events.
Tsunami research at the Department for Mathematics and Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Oslo

The University of Oslo and The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute have a lasting and close collaboration on tsunami research, including joint projects and participation in a center of excellence (ICG). Currently there is a joint tsunami research group in Oslo with a history of more than 30 years. Its activity has included theory, numerical modeling, case studies as well as industry and academic projects.

An important topic of tsunami related research is validation of numerical models, which are crucial in order to predict generation and inundation of tsunamis. Validation are often based on relatively small scale experiments which may include scale effects. These scale effects may not be captured properly in the models, with the risk of a validation less reliable. Great attention has been given to studies concerning runup on beaches. Pedersen & Gjevik (1983) studied runup of long waves where they applied numerical models based on a set of Boussinesq equations. They compared their results with experiments and introduced a formula for maximum runup height, dependent on the amplitude of the wave and inclination of the beach. Pedersen and Gjevik suggested that the scale effects decreased with increasing water depth and beach angle. Jensen et al. (2003) revisited the runup of solitary waves experimentally, with new measuring techniques and main focus on velocity fields in the flow. They compared their experimental data with a Boussinesq model and discussed scale dependency. The experimental data provided by Jensen et al. (2003) were revisited by Wood et al. (2002) who employed a Navier Stokes model in order to capture the properties of the flow. The Navier Stokes solver were able to capture properties of the flow even for the largest generated wave, where the Boussinesq solver failed. Sælevik et al. (2013) increased the complexity of the runup by applying a beach which had a change in inclination from 10 degrees to 4 degrees at a vertex point located at 0.4 depths above equilibrium water level in addition to a straight beach. Runup on composite beach yielded thinner swash tongues above the vertex point compared to the straight beach. While working with this, Sælevik et al. (2013) found that deviation from inviscid theory were more pronounced for the thinner swash tongues and suggested that the discrepancies between theory and experiments was the result of scale effects. The works mentioned above all discuss the appearance of scale effects, which were not captured in the applied models.

Another aspect of tsunami research at the University of Oslo is waves generated by earthquakes or land slides. Storegga slides were huge prehistoric submarine landslides on the Norwegian continental slope. Deposits of inundation have been found in Norway, Scotland and the Shetland Islands. Harbitz (1992) compared the Storegga slide deposits with numerical computations and reported good agreement. Harbitz et al. (1993) did simulations on landslide generated waves, a numerical model based on the hydrodynamic shallow water equations were applied. They discussed their results in relation to a historic event in a Norwegian fjord, the Tafjord catastrophe in 1934 where 40 people perished. Glimsdal et al. (2013) investigated the effect of dispersion in tsunami modeling, and evaluated both historical and potential tsunami events, earthquake and slide generated. At La Palma, Canary Island, a flank collapse of the Cumbre Vieja volcano during a future eruption is a possible scenario. Ward & Day (2001) did numerical simulations of this future threat and found that the waves would have devastating consequences not only for the closest locations but also for the east coast of USA. The La Palma case were
revisited by Løvholt et al. (2008), were they combined multimaterial model for the wave generation and Boussinesq model for the far field propagation. They concluded that the hydrostatic models fail to describe the far field due to the complexity of the wave propagation including dispersion, refraction and interference in the direction of propagation. Later on Løvholt et al. (2013) considered Boussinesq models in fjords, and found instabilities for highly nonlinear waves in steep slope geometries. They suggested coupling of Navier-Stokes or Eulerian based models for the near field to a Boussinesq model for the far field. Example of such coupling is given in Løvholt et al. (2008), where they applied one-way coupling. Suggestions from Løvholt et al. (2013) is that two-way coupling should be applied for future models.

An unstable slope is detected in Åkneset located in Storfjorden, Western Norway, the slope is shown in figure 1. This slope has been surveyed and extensively monitored for the last decade (Norem et al., 2007). A slide with a volume up to 54 million cubic meters will be released some time in the future (Harbitz et al., 2014b). In relation to this future threat, a close cooperation between the University of Oslo (UiO), Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) and the Coast and Harbor Research Laboratory (CHL) started in order to increase understanding and develop improved computational tools for tsunamis generated by rock slide. Sælevik et al. (2009) did a two dimensional experimental investigation of different scenarios for the Åkneset case. The two dimensional case revealed waves corresponding to $70-100 \, \text{m}$ in full scale, but due to the three dimensional fjord geometry and distribution of wave energy, these figures cannot be applied to the real Åkneset case. In 2008 a 1:500 scale three dimensional model of the inner part of Storfjorden was built at CHL. First set of experiments were conducted in 2008, were the slide represented the worst case scenario. The measurements were restricted to surface elevation measurements at 12 locations in the fjord model, particle velocity measurements at three locations and runup measured by two level sensors located in the two populated villages Hellesylt and Geiranger. Experimental setup of the 2008 experiments are presented in NGI (2011), together with experimental results and comparison with numerical models. Harbitz et al. (2014b) employed the experimental results as input and validation of numerical models in his work on rockslide tsunamis in complex fjords.

Experiments of waves in small and large scales

As discussed in previous sections, tsunami research is comprehensive work. The focus of this thesis is experimental studies, concerning both detailed evaluations of runup of solitary waves on a sloping beach in small scale and blockslide generated waves in a complex fjord model in large scale.

Experiments performed in a two dimensional wavetank, small scale

Small scale experiments were conducted at the Hydrodynamic laboratory, University of Oslo, which provides facilities for physical, coastal and ocean research. The facilities includes two pipelines, 5 and 10 cm in diameter and two water wave tanks with dimensions $25 \, \text{m} \times 1 \, \text{m} \times 0.5 \, \text{m}$ and $7.3 \, \text{m} \times 1 \, \text{m} \times 0.25 \, \text{m}$ in length, height and depth. The wave tanks are made of glass which make them suitable for optical measurements.
In this work, the larger wave tank was employed. At one end of the large tank a hydraulic piston type wave paddle is installed for wave generation. The movement of the wave paddle is controlled via a computer where input files in voltage for wave generation are stored. For the purpose of investigating runup, a beach was installed in the wave tank. The beach had an angle of 10 degrees and was made of PETG (Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol-modified), this particular material was chosen with great care to ensure the beach would not absorb any water and that the transition between the beach and tank bottom was smooth.

Motivation of the runup study was to further investigate scale effects during runup with particular focus on viscous effects, inspired by the work of Sælevik et al. (2013). Solitary waves with amplitudes ranging from one-tenth of the equilibrium water depth to half the depth was generated, detailed observations of different aspects of the flow during inundation was performed. Two inviscid numerical models were employed for comparison, Boussinesq model and boundary integral (BIM) full potential model. For boundary layers, nonlinear boundary layer theory were employed where the outer flow was extracted from the Boussinesq or BIM model. Surface elevations on constant depth, before the wave reached the beach, displayed excellent agreement with theory. The first part of the laboratory work was devoted to track the shoreline position during runup. The smallest incident wave displayed significant deviation form theory in the early stage of the runup. The experimental inundation lag behind the theoretical one, before it nearly catch up and then fell behind again. The same behavior were detected for the larger waves, but not as pronounced. In order to reveal more details, contact angle dynamics were investigated and surface tension was the main suspect for the early stage discrepancies. The largest discrepancy of the shoreline position were detected in the later stage of the runup, with reduced inundation lengths for the experiments compared to theory. Viscous effects were believed to be the cause of the reduced runup heights, and therefore measurements of boundary
layers were performed. Due to practical reasons, only three locations at the beach was employed in order to reveal details about the boundary layer, two close to the equilibrium shoreline position and the third 0.8 m further up along the beach. Boundary layers were detected in the flow, showing good agreement with theory for the lower location at the beach. At the upper location irregularities were observed in the boundary layer flow for the same time as the theoretical profiles displayed an inflection point. These irregularities were recognized as small undulations in the front of the runup tongue which evolved to eddies. The flow started its withdrawal in the boundary layer, and estimates of integrated mass flow reduction caused by the boundary layers were quantitatively reconcilable with the difference in runup height between models and experiments. This study is presented in part I of this thesis.

Occurrence of irregularities in the boundary layer motivated new investigations, and comprehensive theoretical and numerical work on stability of boundary layers under solitary waves started within the department by Verschaeve & Pedersen (2013). Due to the complexity of the problem, solitary waves propagating on constant depth were addressed and findings implied that the boundary layer always was unstable in some regions behind the crest, where the first occurrence of disturbances in the boundary layer flow are Tollmien Schlichting waves. These waves are the initial part of the process of transition in the boundary layer and are two dimensional disturbances which are periodic in time and space. The findings of Verschaeve & Pedersen (2013) were in contradiction to earlier work which suggested that the stability were dependent on a critical Reynolds number (Vittori & Blondeaux, 2008; Sumer et al., 2010; Vittori & Blondeaux, 2011; Celalettin et al., 2013). A new experimental setup were designed for a master thesis (Denis, 2014), considering instabilities in the boundary layer under a solitary wave propagating on constant depth. The idea was to look for irregularities in the boundary layer, firstly without perturbation and secondly with a controlled perturbation in order to increase the strength of the disturbances. Due to a strict time limit, experiments including perturbations never took place. Instead, data from the experiments without perturbations were carefully checked for irregularities but no signs of instabilities were detected even for the largest waves. This indicates that perturbations are necessary in order to get the strength of the disturbances needed to detect Tollmien Schlichting waves. Since irregularities were detected in the work on runup (Pedersen et al., 2013), experimental data were revisited in order to reveal more details about the fluctuations. With increased knowledge about occurrence of Tollmien Schlichting waves a new filtering procedure were employed at the same data for which fluctuations were observed. Intermittent structures of roughly sinusoidal shape waves were detected and compared with numerical simulations based on the Orr-Sommerfelt equations. The dominant length of the experimental undulations turned out to be close to the length of the Tollmien Schlichting waves extracted from simulations and the time of appearance of instabilities were in very good agreement. It should be noted that experimental data was limited and further experiments are needed, designed for the particular goal of investigating Tollmien Schlichting waves. Findings of irregularities in boundary layers during runup implies that numerical models where boundary layer theory is employed may not be sufficient to properly resolve the details of solitary waves running up a beach. The study of detected irregularities in the boundary layer during runup is presented in part II of this thesis.
Experiments performed in a three dimensional fjord model, large scale

Two out of three years of my PhD studies have been devoted to the unstable slope at Åkneset. For the experiments conducted at the Coast and Harbor Research Laboratory a 1:500 scale model covering the inner part of Storfjorden, Norway, was constructed (SINTEF, 2008). The fjord model is shown in figure 2. The model geometry was based on the real fjord bathymetry, provided by the Norwegian Geological Survey. The material used was plaster concrete and filling material, which was covered with a membrane to avoid leakage and reduce roughness. In order to be able to perform optical measurements, the concrete bottom was replaced by a glass bottom of circular shape with a diameter of $\sim 0.1 \text{ m}$ at chosen locations. The model was strengthened in the impact area due to the heavy loading of the slide during impact. In order to ensure a smooth and repeatable slide motion, the model was modified as a plane of $38^\circ$ at the slide site. The model had a total size of $36 \times 40 \text{ m}$ with a maximum depth of $0.64 \text{ m}$ and maximum fjord width of $4 \text{ m}$. The unstable slope was represented by a block slide model. This decision was based on deposits from earlier incidents in Storfjorden, displaying that the slide movement is terminated by the facing slope of the fjord and laterally confined (Blikra et al., 2005), while granular slide deposits display wide fans. Recommended front angle of the slide was 30 degrees (not more than 45 degrees and not less than 15 degrees), relative to the slide plane (NGI, 2014). More details about the construction are given in Lindstrøm et al. (2014).

The experimental work from 2008 (NGI, 2011; Harbitz et al., 2014b) was based on the worst case scenario with slide volume corresponding to 54 million $\text{m}^3$. A disadvantage with this particular slide was that it consisted of 12 blocks, where 8 were placed at the slide plane and 4 were placed on top of the bottom blocks, in addition, the front of the slide was perpendicular to the slide plane. This resulted in a remarkably violent impact. The experimental work from 2008 was used as background material when a new experimental setup was planned in 2011. Comprehensive work were conducted in improving the slide, to make the slide movement repeatable and increase the ability to measure its position and velocity. Both acoustic and resistance gauges were applied to measure the surface elevation in the fjord, these wave gauges were installed at 8 bridges at different locations in the fjord model, giving a total of 49 positions. The acoustic gauges were also employed to measure the flow depth onshore in the two villages Hellesylt and Geiranger located at the fjord ends at 18 positions. Inundations at Hellesylt and Geiranger were recorded with a high speed video camera, giving the full history of the shoreline position during inundation. A high speed camera was also employed to measure the maximum runup height at the facing slope of the slide region. Surface velocities were measured in Hellesylt to achieve information of the flow direction. Particle velocities as well as velocity fields were measured at chosen locations in the fjord. This extensive experimental investigation provides a large data set for validation of numerical models. It is valuable in the sense that the fjord geometry is complex and different aspects of the flow is measured. A part of this data set is presented in part III of this thesis, where the characteristics of the generated wave field and inundation are highlighted. Results from velocity measurements are not included in this part, but presented in section Velocity measurements in large scale facilities which is a part of the introduction.
Laboratory techniques

Experiments have been carried out at the hydrodynamic wave laboratory at the University of Oslo and at the Coast and Harbor Research Laboratory/SINTEF in Trondheim. During my work, a number of measuring techniques have been employed to investigate different aspects of the flow. Including surface elevation, inundation, velocity fields, particle velocities and surface velocities. Most of the techniques are applied in both large and small scale, adjusted for the environment.

Surface elevation measuring techniques

Surface elevation may be measured with both intrusive and non-intrusive instruments. Resistance wave gauges are intrusive and measure the resistance of the water between two parallel wires. Calibration is performed by collecting data while the gauges are exposed to a known elevation or depression. The collected data is then used to convert the signal from voltage to meter. One disadvantage is that the gauges are sensitive to drifting and this calibration procedure needs to be done quite frequently. Advantages are that they are robust, low-cost and are able to measure steep waves. One must be aware of capillary effects that may interfere with the gauges, which decreases the accuracy.

Ultra sonic wave gauges, or acoustic wave gauges, are non-intrusive. The probe emits pulses of ultrasonic energy, which travel through the air at the speed of sound. The energy reflects off the target and travels back to the sensor. Calibration procedure for these gauges is straightforward and only needs to be done once. The advantages are that these gauges are able to measure
very small amplitudes, they may be placed in shallow water and on shore. Disadvantages are that they are not able to measure waves steeper than 10 degrees. In 2012 a new set of acoustic gauges were bought, which experienced more noise in the signal than the old ones. In order to accurate measurements a large amount of work was put in to develop a filter suitable for this particular noise, described in Appendix A.

**Velocity measuring techniques**

As for surface elevation measurements, particle velocities may be measured with both intrusive and non-intrusive techniques. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) are non-intrusive while acoustic doppler velocimeter gauges (ADV) are intrusive. Surface velocities were measured with large scale PTV, which is close related to PIV and non-intrusive.

PIV is an optical measuring technique which measure the velocity field in the flow. In this study, traditional two-dimensional PIV measurements have been applied. Three dimensional PIV systems are recently introduced into the market but these are not yet employed at the University of Oslo. A PIV system require recording device, optics, light source and seeding particles. The light source is formed into a light sheet which illuminates the seeding particles. The seeding particles are neutrally buoyant and follow the fluid movement without interfering with the flow. The image, or field of view, is divided into sub-windows and velocity vectors are found for each sub-window by pattern matching within two subsequent images. Each sub-window must contain a suitable number of particles in order to achieve an adequate result. The result is a two-dimensional velocity field for the chosen field of view, with spatial resolution dependent of the number of sub-windows and temporal resolution dependent of the flow characteristics as well as the capacity of the recording device. More details about PIV, including the mathematical background is to be found in Raffel et al. (2007) and Sveen & Cowen (2004).

The PIV method described above is not suitable for three dimensional flow due to plane loss of particles. The recording time is also limited by the local storage in the recording device, due to the large amount required for storage of images. Hence, if one wish to measure three dimensional flows for a longer time period, ADV is a more suitable device. ADV measure three velocity components at one single point. The concept is that a short acoustic pulse is emitted from the gauge, the echo of the transmitted pulse is recorded and processed in order to find the doppler shift. Once the doppler shift is found, the velocity components are calculated where the scaling is adjusted with the speed of sound in water. The collected data is then transmitted to a computer. ADV measurements often suffer from a large amount of noise, this may be reduced by adding particles in the water. A picture of ADV gauges are shown in figure 3, where also resistance wave gauges and acoustic wave gauges are placed at the same bridge.

Surface velocities are measured with Large Scale PTV (LSPTV). PTV is closely related to PIV and require similar hardware, PTV require five subsequent images for tracking velocities while PIV require two subsequent images and which make PTV more demanding when it comes to time resolution. The main difference between PTV and PIV is that PTV traces each particle in a Lagrangian way instead of pattern matching of sub-windows. In LSPTV the focus is to reveal details about two dimensional large coherent structures in the surface. The measurements are carried out at the surface which means that no light sheet is needed and instead of neutrally buoyant particles the flow is seeded with floating particles. More details are to be found in
Weitbrecht *et al.* (2002). This kind of investigation require that the horizontal structures is of much larger length scale than the vertical, which is the biggest limitation of this measuring technique. Anyhow, this kind of investigation gives qualitative information about the flow.

**Tracing of the moving shoreline during inundation**

For shoreline tracing a high speed camera is used as a recording device, which is attached above the wavetank or model. The camera are placed perpendicular to the area to be investigated in order to avoid distortion due to unfavorable angles and shadow effects. In addition, it is an advantage to increase the contrast between the water and dry land to facilitate the processing. This method has the advantage that it gives the entire inundation of the flow until the maximum runup height is reached. It is very demanding to trace the shoreline after the maximum height of the leading wave is reached due to reflections in the wetted areas. A picture of the setup from small scale measurements are shown in figure 4.

**Velocity measurements in large scale facilities**

A part of the project was to measure velocities in the three dimensional fjord model. These measurements reveal important information of the generated wave field which is not captured in surface elevation measurements. Three dimensional velocities in one single point, two dimensional velocity fields and surface velocities were measured in the fjord model. Particle velocity measurements were conducted in the same region, bridge R, while surface velocities were measured in Hellesylt. These two locations are shown in figure 5. Acoustic doppler velocimetry (ADV) were employed for the single point measurements, this method is well suited
Figure 4: Image taken at the Hydrodynamic Laboratory, UiO. The high speed camera recording the shoreline position during runup is placed above the beach, a white PVC-film is attached to the beach and the water is colored green to increase contrast between water and beach.

for large scale experiments as long as the water is seeded with particles to increase the signal to noise ratio of the measurements. For the velocity fields particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used as method. Since PIV is an optical method, a concrete model is not optimal. Therefore, the model was built with the possibility to shoot laser from underneath the model at chosen positions. Specially designed equipment were necessary for the PIV investigation. Surface velocities were estimated by the method of large scale particle tracking velocimetry (LSPTV). This method require coherent structures that are much larger in the horizontal direction than the vertical in order to achieve results that are trustful.

PIV measurements were conducted in November 2012 while ADV, surface elevation and LSPTV were conducted in January 2013. Repeatability of the generated wave field was established in early 2012 (Lindstrøm et al., 2014), and results are discussed in relation to each other. All measurements were synchronized with the slide release.

**Experimental setup and instrumentation**

A submerged PIV system was required in order perform measurements. The concrete bottom of the model was replaced by glass bottom of circular shape with a diameter of approximately 0.1 m at chosen locations during construction of the model. PIV measurements at two of these positions were performed and results from one of them are presented here. The laser head were located on the floor outside of the model, with a laser arm constructed for the purpose to reach the position where the glass bottom was located from underneath the model with great precision.
Figure 5: Image of the fjord scan. All coordinates for the measuring devices are illustrated by red dots while the slide is marked with black in the upper left. PIV, ADV and UL were located at bridge R while LSPTV were used in Hellesylt.
Optics which created the laser sheet were submerged and installed at bridge Q, located at the same position as the applied glass bottom. Locations of the optics are shown in figure 6, named SL1 and SL2. A water proof perspex box were built for the submerged high speed camera (Photron APX). The high speed camera had a pixel resolution of $1024 \times 1024$ with chosen time resolution of 99 frames per second. The field of view (FOV) had a size of $0.14\,\text{m} \times 0.14\,\text{m}$. 50$\mu$m polyamid spheres were used as tracer particles. The seeding was demanding due to the large size of the model which resulted in particle spreading. Digiflow (Dalziel, 2012) was used for processing with interrogation areas of $128 \times 128$ pixels and 50% overlap, the relatively large interrogation windows were required in order to have a suitable number of particles within each window. An image taken during one PIV experiment is shown in figure 7 while figure 8 shows the glass bottom of circular shape together with one of the ADV gauges.

In total five positions were employed for ADV gauges (vectrino). The gauges were uniformly distributed across bridge R with varying depth. ADV gauges measure all three velocity components in one single point. Here we define $u$ as the velocity component along the direction of the wave propagation, $w$ as vertical component and $v$ as the transverse component. The gauges were named RV1-RV5, where the integer counts the relative position with increasing $x$. The position of the gauges are shown in figure 5 and 6, coordinates and depths for the gauges are given in table 1. Seeding particles (50$\mu$m polyamid spheres) were added into the water to reduce noise level in the measurements and the sample rate was 200 Hz.

For the LSPTV a high speed camera (Photron APX) were located 5.9 m above the model. Pixel resolution of the camera was $1024 \times 1024$ and a frame rate of 1000 frames per second was used. The resulting field of view had a size of $1.2\,\text{m} \times 1.2\,\text{m}$. Figure 9 shows the position of the high speed camera. The water surface was seeded with polypropylene particles with diameters of $2 - 4\,\text{mm}$ and density of $0.90\,\text{kg/m}^3$. To avoid agglomeration effects the particles were coated with a thin layer of lacquer. Choice of particles and coating were based on the work by Weitbrecht et al. (2002), who evaluated different types of particles for the use of large scale PIV.
Figure 7: An image taken during the PIV experiments, showing the submerged optics and light sheet.

Figure 8: The bottom of the tank, the black arrow shows the position of the circular glass bottom where the laser beam exits from underneath the model. The picture also shows one of the ADV gauges.
Table 1: Positions of the ADV gauges, where $z = 0$ is the equilibrium water level. $u_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum horizontal velocity measured for the leading wave and $t_{\text{max}}$ is the corresponding time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gauge</th>
<th>$x$ [m]</th>
<th>$y$ [m]</th>
<th>$z$ [m]</th>
<th>$u_{\text{max}}$ [m/s]</th>
<th>$t_{\text{max}}$ [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RV1</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV2</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>14.93</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV3</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>14.92</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV4</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>14.98</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV5</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Picture of the high speed velocity camera placed 5.9 m above the fjord model during LSPTV measurements.

and concluded that coated polypropylene gave the best results. The processing was performed using DigiFlow (Dalziel (2012)). In figure 9 the seeded water are shown together with velocity streaks extracted from the images during runup.

Results

Velocity fields

One ultrasonic wave gauge was placed above the field of view applied the PIV investigation. Surface elevation from this gauge is shown in figure 11 together with velocity profiles from the PIV data. PIV data and surface elevation are extracted at $x = 1.58$ m, $y = 14.80$ m. Good agreement of surface elevation and velocities are shown for the same time-frames. PIV measurements reveal maximum velocity at the same time as the leading wave display its maximum amplitude. Minimum velocity occurs at the same time as the first depression of the wave. Re-
peatability of the PIV measurements display a maximum deviation of 3.6%, based on three different runs.

**Single point measurements**

Particle velocities for RV1-RV5 are shown in figure 12 to 14. For the leading wave the velocity component along the direction of the wave propagation, $u$, is much larger than the vertical velocity component, $w$, and the transverse component, $v$ for all gauges. Maximum horizontal velocity of the leading wave for all gauges are given in table 1 together with the corresponding time. The largest horizontal velocity for the leading wave is measured at RV5 which is located close to the opposite fjord side of the slide region at $z = -0.15$ m, while RV1-RV4 display almost the same maximum horizontal velocity for the leading wave. Transverse variation are visible in the following wave train which is characterized by oscillations where all three components are comparable in magnitude. Surface elevations are not measured at the exact same positions as the ADV, but confirm the transverse variation and are shown in figure 15. No smoothing of the data is done. Repeatability is visualized in figure 12 for RV1, and considered to be satisfactory, at least for the first part of the wave train.

**Surface velocities**

Surface velocities were measured to reveal large coherent structures of in the surface. Earlier, flow depth and shoreline positions were measured in Hellesylt but due to the complex geometry and flow pattern more details were wished for. In order to extract exact surface velocities, three dimensional effects of the flow needs to be included in the processing. This is far from straight forward and considered to be future work. Anyway, directions of the flow and magnitude of velocities are revealed even for the two dimensional case, and in figure 16 an example is shown, where the flow changes its direction during inundation, where the shoreline position...
Figure 11: Upper: Surface elevation collected by an ultrasonic wave gauge located above the field of view applied in the PIV measurements. Lower: Velocity profiles $u - y$ measured with PIV.

Figure 12: Left: Repeatability of the measurements, 4 runs are shown for RV1. Right: Measured velocities RV1 ($z = -0.15$), $u$-red, $w$-blue and $v$-green.
Figure 13: Measured velocities, $u$-red, $w$-blue and $v$-green. Left: RV4 ($z = -0.30$). Right: RV5 ($z = -0.30$).

Figure 14: Measured velocities, $u$-red, $w$-blue and $v$-green. Left: RV4 ($z = -0.45$). Right: RV5 ($z = -0.15$).

Figure 15: Surface elevation collected by an ultrasonic wave gauge located above the field of view applied in the PIV measurements
Figure 16: Surface velocities in Hellesylt, lack of vectors in the front is caused by poor seeding. Left: $t = 13.3\text{ s}$. Right: $t = 14.0\text{ s}$

is represented by a blue line and extracted from earlier measurements (Lindstrøm et al., 2014)
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Runup and boundary layers on sloping beaches

A note on instabilities in the boundary layer during runup of solitary waves on a plane slope
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Experiments on slide generated waves in a 1:500 scale model
Part I

Runup and boundary layers on sloping beaches
The present study is devoted to discrepancies between experimental and theoretical runup heights on an inclined plane, which have occasionally been reported in the literature. In a new study on solitary wave-runup on moderately steep slopes, in a wave tank with 20 cm water depth, detailed observations are made for the shoreline motion and velocity profiles during runup. The waves are not breaking during runup, but they do break during the subsequent draw-down. Both capillary effects and viscous boundary layers are detected. In the investigated cases the onshore flow is close to the transitional regime between laminar and turbulent boundary layers. The flow behaviour depends on the amplitude of the incident wave and the location on the beach. Stable laminar flow, fluctuations (Tollmien-Schlichting waves), and formation of vortices are all observed. Comparison with numerical simulations showed that the experimental runup heights were markedly smaller than predictions from inviscid theory. The observed and computed runup heights are discussed in the context of preexisting theory and experiments. Similar deviations are apparent there, but have often been overlooked or given improper physical explanations. Guided by the absence of turbulence and irregular flow features in parts of the experiments we apply laminar boundary layer theory to the inundation flow. Outer flows from potential flow models are inserted in a nonlinear, numerical boundary layer model. Even though the boundary layer model is invalid near the moving shoreline, the computed velocity profiles are found to compare well with experiments elsewhere, until instabilities are observed in the measurements. Analytical, linear boundary layer solutions are also derived both for an idealized swash zone motion and a polynomial representation of the time dependence of the outer flow. Due to lacking experimental or theoretical descriptions of the contact point dynamics no two-way coupling of the boundary layer model and the inviscid runup models is attempted. Instead, the effect of the boundary layer on the maximum runup is estimated through integrated losses of onshore volume transport and found to be consistent with the differences between inviscid theory and experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments are crucial for assessment of runup on sloping beaches and flooding from tsunamis, storm surges, and swells in two ways. First, the measurements are scaled and used directly as indications of runup in real cases. Second, the experiments are used for benchmarking theoretical models of wave runup and impact on sloping beaches. In both cases it is important to be aware of scaling effects. Generally, wave tank experiments are performed with maximum depths ranging from 10 cm to 50 cm, say. For depths of this order we expect only moderate effects of viscosity and surface tension. However, when sloping beaches are included, very thin swash tongues are generated during runup and these may be more strongly influenced by viscosity, turbulence, and
capillary effects. Then, the runup may display a stronger scale dependency than propagation in finite depth. Yet, these issues are not much investigated, neither in the laboratory nor in theory. In this article we focus on the nature of the boundary layers on laboratory beaches and the performance of models in a laboratory context.

Experimental investigations on runup on beaches have mostly been concerned with solitary waves on inclined planes. Solitary waves are easy to generate and to control in a wave tank. In addition, the waves are easy to classify and reproduce since they are described by a single parameter, the amplitude most conveniently. Unfortunately, as models for oceanic waves solitary waves have shortcomings. Still, solitary waves are established as a reference wave class for experimental investigations.

Some early experimental investigations on runup are reviewed by Meyer and Taylor. A data-set that is much referred is the one by Hall and Watts. Even though the observational techniques are partly primitive and the accuracy limited, this data-set is rendered attractive because of the wide span in the parameters and the availability of the digital results. Newer investigations tend to come with more limited selections of parameters and are generally performed with, for instance, a single, or a few slope angles. In addition, the studies are often focused on particular physical aspects. Synolakis reported experiments on breaking and non-breaking solitary waves incident on 1 in 19.85 slope and compared with theory. Svendsen and Grilli studied runup on selected, mostly steep, slopes, and compared with theory. The authors also made allegations to significant runup reduction due to bottom drag, but without analysis. Li and Raichlen published measurements for runup on 1 in 2.08 and 1 in 15 slopes. Jensen et al. investigated breaking on moderately steep slopes. Runup has also been measured in simple three-dimensional geometries, such as on a circular island. More recently runup and flow field characteristics were measured on a broken slope and compared to those obtained on a single inclined plane in a wave tank with 20 cm as equilibrium depth. An important observation was that experimental runup heights were markedly lower than theoretical predictions. Herein, this topic will be revisited in a set of experiments which is more carefully designed to reveal details in the runup.

Swash zone dynamics have been observed in the fields as well as the laboratory, often with emphasis on turbulent velocity profiles and sedimentation effects. Recent examples on application of PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) to such flows are O’Donoghue et al., who investigate breaking bores on 1 in 10 slope, and Sou et al. who study periodic waves on 1 in 20 slope. More references are given in these articles.

Carrier and Greenspan presented the first nonlinear runup analysis. Their solution was based on a hodograph transformation of the shallow water equations for plane waves on an inclined plane and publications based on this methodology have continued to appear to this day. Numericalrunup models have displayed a somewhat slow and encumbered evolution since the start around 1970. Today, runup models are incorporated in operational tsunami models as well as freely available software for coastal engineering applications with Boussinesq type models. Most runup models are confined to shallow water theory, with or without a scheme for capturing bores, while there are others that include dispersive effects, approximately or fully. Apart from bore capturing facilities, viscous effects are mostly incorporated in such models as a manning friction term with an empirical coefficient. For simplified, and preferably two-dimensional, geometries also models based on full potential theory or the Navier–Stokes equations with some technique to trace the free surface (SPH, VOF, levelset, multi-material) have been applied.

Due to artificial viscosity and low order representations of surfaces, the accuracy of runup predictions from Navier–Stokes type models is limited and no attempt to resolve the boundary on the beach, let alone capillary effects and contact point dynamics, as part of an integrated wave runup study has been reported. Anyhow, for large scale simulations, we still have to rely on the long wave, depth integrated, models that are mentioned above. Herein, we employ well controlled models without viscous or empirical drag terms, and which will be explained subsequently.

There is a large literature on boundary layer theory for stationary and oscillatory outer flow. A recent experimental investigation on the latter is found in Carstensen et al. Less progress is reported for transient boundary layers, such as will appear during solitary wave runup. Linear boundary layers, due to solitary waves, along the bottom and side walls of a wave tank was analyzed.
by Keulegan who obtained a simple formula for the damping rate. Later experiments on solitary waves in constant depth point to other factors as being more important for the amplitude decay. Separation has been observed in simulations by Diamessis and Redekopp and experiments by Carr and Davies on internal solitary waves. Liu et al. measured the bottom boundary layers in a wave tank of depth 10 cm for surface solitary waves of heights ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 times the depth. They found that the boundary layers were laminar, without separation, even in the retardation phase. The boundary layer was analyzed by entering the coordinate system moving with the wave celerity, where the flow is stationary and good agreement between theory and experiments was reported. Vittori and Blondeaux subjected the evolution of boundary layer under solitary waves to DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) computations and observed transition to non-laminar flow in the boundary layer during the retardation phase. In Sumer et al., a solitary wave is represented as a flow pulse in a duct. Transition to turbulence in the boundary layers were observed with an intermediate regime where vortex tubes appeared in the retardation phase.

In its full extent laboratory scale runup, including breaking/no-breaking waves, viscous boundary layers, capillary effects, contact point dynamics at the shoreline, significance of bottom roughness, is a topic which is far from fully explored. In the present article we aim at raising some important questions and taking a step toward a better understanding of some sub-topics, in particular related to model performance and viscous boundary layers in the swash zone. To this end our new runup measurements, some subsequent results and previous investigations from the literature are discussed together with theoretical predictions from potential flow analysis. For non-breaking waves it is found that potential theory systematically over-predicts maximum runup heights in comparison to small scale laboratory experiments. Such experiments may be influenced by surface tension and viscosity. Both effects are qualitatively observed in our experiments, but we focus on the viscous boundary layers on the beach. To our knowledge no detailed study of this kind has been presented in the literature. Both analytical and numerical boundary layer solutions are employed. These are applied to idealized type swash flows and outer flows obtained from the potential flow models. The feedback from the boundary layer solutions to the outer flow is not modelled in detail, but integrated effects from the boundary layers are related to the observed differences in runup heights between experiments and theory.

II. METHODS AND BACKGROUND

A. Experiments

Two sets of experiments on runup on sloping beaches have recently been performed in the Hydrodynamics Laboratory at the University of Oslo. Below we will describe the latter set, while a description of the first is found in Sælevik. The experiments were performed in a wave tank of width 0.5 m and height 1 m. Both the walls and bottom are made of glass, making the tank suitable for optical measurements. In the present experiment, a plane beach, of inclination \( \theta = 10^\circ \), was installed such that the undisturbed shoreline was located 7.1 m from the wave paddle, corresponding to 35.5 equilibrium depths of 0.2 m ± 0.001 m. The beach was made of PETG (Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol-modified). This is preferable to Plexiglas which may absorb water and deform accordingly. The roughness, \( k \), of smooth plates made plastic materials is typically \( 7 \times 10^{-6} \) m or smaller. This is several order of magnitudes smaller than the boundary layer thickness in our experiments (≈1 mm) and will hence not influence a laminar flow. For a turbulent boundary layer the wall may be regarded as smooth as long as the roughness is within the viscous sublayer, corresponding to \( \text{Re}_k = ku^*/\nu \leq 4 \), where the friction velocity is defined as \( u^* = \sqrt{\tau/\rho} \). In our experiments and computations we may recognize \( \tau = 2 \text{ N/m}^2 \) as a typical wall stress, yielding \( \text{Re}_k \sim 0.3 \). Hence, also turbulent flow would be little affected by roughness for our model configuration. But again, herein we only report results for laminar and transition flows.

The incident waves, of solitary shape, are generated by a piston type wave paddle as explained in Jensen et al. A schematic view of the wave tank is shown in Figure 1.
The incident waves were measured by a non-intrusive acoustic wave gauge (Banner U-Gage S18U, sampling rate 200 Hz) at $x/d = -10.225$. The amplitudes were intended to range from one-tenth of the depth to half the depth. However, the vertical wave paddle cannot represent the velocity profile exactly and the generated waves are not perfect solitary waves, even though they are close. During propagation the shapes adjust toward that of a solitary wave, but the amplitude is meanwhile slightly reduced due to friction effects (see Miles $^{4}$ and Shuto $^{3}$) during the propagation along the uniform part of the wave tank. The combined effects yield the modified values $A/d = 0.0977, 0.195, 0.292, 0.388, 0.481$. In accordance with the criterion (3) of Sec. II B we do not observe any sign of breaking during runup for the lowest four amplitudes, while there might be small intermittent irregularities at the shoreline for the largest amplitude. Errors in the parameters of the experimental setup will affect, among other things, the propagation time from wave gauge to the shoreline. If we assume errors in depth, gauge position, inclination angle and constant of gravity to be less than 1 mm, 2 mm, $0.1^\circ$, and 0.01 m/s$^2$, respectively, each will give an error in propagation time that will be $0.001–0.005s$, say. This is relevant to the comparison between computed and observed flow in Sec. IV A.

A high speed camera (Photron APX 1024 × 1024 pixels) was recording the runup from above and the shoreline motion was digitized by an edge detection technique. The sampling rate was between 250 Hz and 1000 Hz, increasing with the amplitude of the incident wave. The physical images were quadratic, with sizes from 28 cm × 28 cm to 18 cm × 18 cm and the extracted edges from a sequence of images were used to piece together a total time history for the shoreline position. For the lowest amplitude two images were employed, while six windows were needed for $A/d = 0.292$. In these particular experiments the water was colored blue and the beach coated by a white PVC film. The maximum runup height displayed a repeatability within 1.5% error in subsequent experimental runs and had a transverse variation of 1% or less. The latter may be linked to small deviations of the beach from a perfect plane (up to 1.4 mm upward in the center, close to the equilibrium shoreline). For the largest incident wave ($A/d = 0.481$) we observe an opposing depression of the beach up to 1 mm due to the loading during inundation. These geometrical variations will probably not affect the flow properties much in the laminar regime, but may modify the transitional regime in boundary layers significantly. Using the pendant drop technique we found that adding the blue dye, in the concentrations used, did not influence the surface tension significantly (reduced from 71.84 mN/m to 71.69 mN/m). The contact point dynamics depends on the chemical properties of the water and the beach. For assessment of the properties of the PVC coated beach and dyed water versus the PETG beach and tap water the sessile drop test were performed, where the contact angles of a still drop test were performed, where the contact angles of a still drop on a plane of the beach material in question. The contact angles were 65.2° and 73.1°, respectively, indicating that the effect of surface tension through the contact point is slightly reduced for the PVC coated beach.

A PIV system was used to measure velocity fields. The PIV imaging device consisted of a Photron SA5 high speed camera, with a 1024 × 1024 pixels resolution at 2000–5000 frames per second. The illumination was provided by a Quantronix Darwin Duo pulsed laser giving 15 mJ per pulse at 3000 Hz, and light sheet optics. Fifty micrometer polyamid spheres were used as tracer particles. The cameras were aligned parallel to beach and FOVs (fields of views in the sense of physical regions captured in the images) of sizes 2.3 cm × 2.3 cm and 3.3 cm × 3.3 cm were centered at distances 7.5 cm and 81 cm from the equilibrium shoreline, respectively (see Figure 2, lower panel). The distance from the side walls was 5 cm. In addition, measurements were made in a 5.6 cm × 5.6 cm field of view 8 cm from the beach in the middle of the tank (25 cm from the
side walls). However, these measurements were of lower quality and no quantitative data from this field of view is shown herein, even though qualitative features are discussed in Sec. IV A. The processing was performed using DigiFlow. In a boundary layer the longitudinal velocity is much larger than the transverse one. We also need high transverse resolution in the measured velocity field to capture the gradient. Hence, we employ elongated interrogation areas of size $32 \times 8$ pixels, with 50% overlap, at the beach. Also Liu et al. employed elongated interrogation areas in their study of boundary layers at a horizontal bottom. A general discussion on the shape of the interrogation area in relation to the characteristics of the flow is found in Ref. 45. The storage of the camera system has a capacity of 10 918 images, which allows for recording sequences of 2 s–5.5 s for the frame rates employed.

The camera was located outside the tank, while the laser was creating a light sheet from underneath the tank, thus avoiding reflections from the moving wave surface before entering the fluid.

Both the data from the wave gauges and the HSV (High Speed Video) recordings were synchronized with the start of the paddle motion. Thus, times referred to herein are measured from the paddle start, unless otherwise is specified in the text.

B. Runup theory

From the geometry, the fluid properties and the incident wave characteristics we infer that the maximum runup height, $R$, on the sloping beach is governed by the parameters $A$, $d$, $\theta$, $g$, $v$ (kinematic viscosity coefficient), $\ell$ (distance from reference position of incident wave to the toe of the beach), $\sigma$ (surface tension as force per length), and $\rho$ the density of the water. In addition, the runup is influenced by bottom roughness, contact line dynamics at the moving shoreline (dependent on chemical properties of beach, air, and water) and smaller, but observable, effects such as a tiny deformation of the beach due to the wave load.

If we ignore effects of viscosity, surface tension, and geometrical imperfection $R$ will be independent also of $\ell$ since the solitary wave has permanent form. Then dimension analysis readily shows that $R/A$ is a function of $\theta$ and $A/d$, only. Synolakis combined a linear treatment of an incident solitary wave with a nonlinear shallow water theory, subjected to the hodograph transformation, on the beach. Assuming short waves relative to the beach length he then obtained the celebrated asymptotic solution for the runup height $R$

$$\frac{R}{A} \rightarrow 2.831 (\cot \theta)^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( \frac{A}{d} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( \cot \theta \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \text{ for } \left( \frac{A}{d} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \cot \theta \rightarrow \infty. \quad (1)$$

The reference also reported a criterion for breaking during runup,

$$\frac{A}{d} \geq 0.818 (\tan \theta)^{\frac{1}{2}}. \quad (2)$$
For high, and thereby short, incident solitary waves dispersion during shoaling is important and (2) becomes inadequate. Based on simulations with a boundary integral technique and curve fitting Grilli et al.\textsuperscript{25} reported

\[
\frac{A}{d} \geq C (\tan \theta)^2,
\]

as a criterion for breaking during runup. They recognized one breaking regime \((C = 16.9)\) where very steep fronts were formed and propagated some way up-beach and another \((C = 25.7)\) where clear overturning occurred. We employ the stricter \((smaller C)\) criterion only. For large \(\theta\) this criterion is much more relaxed than (2). For \(\theta = 10^\circ\) \((2)\) and \((3)\) yield \(A/d \geq 0.52\) and \(A/d \geq 0.12\), respectively. For smaller \(\theta\) the difference is less pronounced. Our experiments are consistent with (3) and do not display any sign of breaking for amplitudes up to 0.388 and no certain signs for \(A/d = 0.481\).

On steep beaches, the formula (1) overestimates \(R\) for large amplitudes, while it underestimates \(R\) for small amplitudes.\textsuperscript{24} Hence, we employ two dispersive, but inviscid, numerical models for wave propagation and runup on sloping beaches. Both models are carefully tested, see for instance the benchmark simulations in Pedersen.\textsuperscript{33} The first model is based on Boussinesq equations that are fully nonlinear, but are used only with standard dispersion properties.\textsuperscript{12, 33} We also employ a boundary integral model \((BIM)\) for full potential theory.\textsuperscript{46} It is related to the higher order technique of Cooker et al.\textsuperscript{47} and Dold.\textsuperscript{48} However, while these references employ high order polynomials for interpolation along the contour we use cubic splines. This makes inclusion of boundary conditions simpler and does allow for the inclusion of a moving shoreline in particular. At the shoreline we assume analyticity which in principle excludes cases with contact angles larger than \(90^\circ\). Boundary integral methods are generally not well suited for the computation of very thin swash tongues that evolve during runup/withdrawal of higher waves. The proximity of the surface and the bottom parts of the contour requires a smaller time step relative to the grid spacing and a more accurate numerical integration than in deeper water. Hence, series of runs are performed with nonuniform adaptation of both spatial and temporal resolution as well as different order \((up to 14th)\) Gaussian integration.

Generally, a value for maximum runup is thus only accepted if a systematic refinement sequence of at least three resolutions produces coincident runup heights within 0.1%. The resolutions varied in time and space, but for \(A/d \sim 0.3\) the finest grid increments were typically 0.025 \(d\). There is one exception to this rule, namely the runup height for \(A/d = 0.39\) given later in Table II. For this case the contact angle at the shoreline just surpasses \(\frac{\pi}{2}\) meaning that the acceleration at the shoreline becomes intermittently infinite in the inviscid description. In addition, the swash zone becomes extremely thin. For this case we observe marked non-monotonous behaviour of \(R/A\) with resolution and variation within 2%.

For both models an incident wave is specified as a solitary wave that is an exact solution\textsuperscript{12, 49} of the equations solved in that particular model. Accordingly, both surface elevations and velocities are employed as initial conditions. In the simulations we adapt the amplitude and phase of the incident wave to the time series of the deep water acoustic gauge at \(x = x_m = -2.045\) \(m\). We average three experiments and use regression analysis \((cubic polynomials, 29 points)\) to extract the time \((t_m)\) and wave height \((A)\) at the maximum elevation. At \(t_m\) no appreciable reflection has reached the deep water gauge position and \(A\) may be used as the height of the incident solitary wave in the numerical models.

A definition sketch of the tank and wave gauge and a comparison between the measured time series and the computed ones are presented in Figure 3. The time \(t_m\) is more sensitive to experimental errors than \(A\). To check the accuracy the mean square deviation between the measured and the theoretical surface has been computed, assuming a crest peak at \(t = t_m + \Delta t_m\). The \(t_m\) with the minimum mean square deviation is then an alternative time for the passage of the crest at \(x = x_m\). For \(A/d = 0.0977\) we find \(|\Delta t_m| < 0.005\) \(s\), while it is generally smaller for higher amplitudes. Hence, the time \(t_m\), without the correction \(\Delta t_m\), is used to synchronize the solutions with the experiments. The initial peak is located at \(x = x_0\), which is at least one half-wavelength \(\lambda(\epsilon) = -d \ln(\frac{3}{2} \epsilon)/\sqrt{3A/d}\) from the start of the bottom slope. The parameter \(\epsilon\), which is set to \(5 \times 10^{-4}\) in our simulations, corresponds to the ratio of the surface elevation to \(A\) at a distance \(\lambda\) from the wave peak. The distance from the initial peak to toe of the beach is used again for the distance between the peak and the offshore boundary, which is simply a vertical wall. This yields a total computational domain somewhat longer than \(\lambda\).
Acoustic wave gauge, $x = 10.2d$

$\theta$, $x$, $y$

$\exp., \Bouss., \BIM$

FIG. 3. Upper panel: Definition sketch of wave tank and deep water acoustic gauge. The vertical scale is exaggerated in the sketch. Lower panel: Elevation time series from experiments ($\exp.$), Boussinesq model ($\Bouss.$) and full potential theory ($\BIM$). The model times series start at a finite elevation because the initial conditions in the model are partly situated in front of the gauge location.

plus the length of the beach. Since the incident waves are perfect solutions of the equations, and the resolutions are fine, the initial conditions will yield no noticeable waves in the offshore direction and no sponge layer or radiation condition is needed.

Simulated swash zones, at the time of maximum runup, are shown in Figure 2. We observe that the higher amplitude represented, $A/d = 0.292$, yields a much smaller flow depth in the swash zone than the smaller amplitude $A/d = 0.098$. The contact angles at the shoreline (angle between free surface and inclined plane), at maximum runup, are $\psi = 0.68^\circ$ and $\psi = 3.4^\circ$, respectively, for the two cases shown.

The boundary integral method will be most used, since it is the more general of the two. The Boussinesq model will be used in Sec. III. While it is interesting to see how well the Boussinesq model may perform, its main purpose is to give evidence for the validity of the implementation of the BIM model.

C. Boundary layer equations

A viscous boundary layer on the beach is apparent in videos and PIV measurements from our experiments. In this boundary layer we introduce a $(s, z)$-coordinate system with the $s$-axis defined positive upwards along the beach and the $z$-axis orthogonal to the beach (see Figure 12). We put $s = 0$ at the equilibrium shoreline on the beach. The $s$ component of the velocity outside the boundary layer, $U(s, z, t)$, is supposed known, either from observations or numerical simulations. According to our experiments, as well as the potential flow simulations, the $z$ variation of $U$ is very weak in the swash flow. Moreover, according to Table I the Reynold numbers in the swash is of order $10^5$, or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$A/d$</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Re_s$ (constant depth)</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$5.8 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_R$ (runup)</td>
<td>$3.8 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$5.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$7.7 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
larger. Hence, the flow may be governed by the boundary layer equations. For time dependent flow with an external pressure gradient the momentum equation may thus be written

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial u}{\partial s} + w \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} = \left[ \frac{\partial U}{\partial t} + U \frac{\partial U}{\partial s} \right]_{s=0} + \nu \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2},
\]

(4)

where \(u\) and \(w\) are the velocity components \(s\) and \(z\) directions, respectively, and the terms within the bracket correspond to the pressure gradient which is assumed equal to that of the outer flow. The continuity equation is

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial s} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} = 0.
\]

(5)

The boundary conditions are

\[
u(s, 0, t) = w(s, 0, t) = 0
\]

and \(u\) must match \(U\) at the outer edge of the boundary layer.

In numerical solutions of the boundary value problem, as stated above, the outer velocity \(U\) is extracted (as a function of \(s\) and \(t\)) from the Boussinesq, or the potential flow model. This \(U\) is then imposed on the Eqs. (4) through (6) through the forcing term. The momentum equation (4) is discretized by the Crank-Nicholson method for the linear part and a combination of upstream differences and a backward time step for the nonlinear terms. Exact reproduction of the outer flow in the momentum equation is obtained through the design of the forcing term. The grid is uniform in \(s\), but non-uniform in \(z\), with finer resolution close to the beach. Grid rows are included or excluded from the computational domain according to the moving shoreline. The technique is validated through comparison with simple analytic solutions and grid-refinement studies. More details are found in Lindstrøm.46 In the vicinity of the moving shoreline the boundary layer description becomes invalid for two reasons. First there is a singularity in the solution itself for \(t = t_s\), where \(t_s\) is the arrival time of the shoreline at position \(s\), similar to the singularity in the Blasius solution at the front of the plate. Second, there are special flow features close to the moving shoreline due to contact line dynamics. Linearization and detailed solution of the boundary value problem (4) through (6) are discussed in the Appendix. Closed form solutions are there presented for outer flows specified as polynomials of time.

D. Stability of boundary layer flow

Boundary layers at a flat plate in a uniform current (Blasius profiles) become unstable when the Reynolds number \(Re_B = UL/\nu \approx 5 \times 10^4\), where \(U\) is the constant free-stream velocity and \(L\) is the distance from leading edge.50 When \(Re_B\) is increased to around \(3 \times 10^6\) the flow becomes fully turbulent. Other stationary boundary layers become more readily unstable when the outer flow is retarded (unfavourable pressure gradient) and may be stable at higher Reynolds numbers for accelerated flow (favourable pressure gradient).

For the transient flow of a solitary wave on constant depth, or running up a beach, it is convenient to identify \(L\) as the total particle displacement in the outer flow, whereas the maximum velocity is used for \(U\). This leads to

\[
\text{Constant depth } U = \frac{A}{d} \sqrt{gd}, \quad L = \frac{4}{\sqrt{3}} \frac{A}{d} \quad Re_c = \frac{4}{\sqrt{3}} \left( \frac{L}{d} \right)^2 \frac{\sqrt{gd}}{\nu},
\]

\[
\text{Runup } U = \sqrt{gR}, \quad L = \frac{R}{\sin \theta}, \quad Re_k = \left( \frac{R}{A} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} \right)^2 \frac{\sqrt{gd}}{\nu},
\]

where \(R\) is given by Synolakis’ formula (1). The velocity scale for the runup is linked to the free fall velocity from \(R\) in the gravity field. This provides a good estimate for the maximum velocity which is attained in the early stages of runup. In their investigation of boundary layers under solitary waves at constant depth Sumer et al.40 employed a \(L\) which is half the particle displacement. In terms of the above definitions they found that generation of vortex tubes in the retardation
phase of the outer flow first occurred at \( Re_c \geq 4 \times 10^5 \). As the Reynolds number was increased the instability occurred earlier in the flow evolution, then pressure spikes were observed and for \( Re_c \geq 10^6 \) the reference claims that transition to turbulence takes place. In their numerical work Vittori and Blondeaux\(^\text{39}\) employed a different definition of the Reynolds number. However, according to the discussion in Sumer \textit{et al.}\(^\text{40}\) the numerical results do agree with the experiments in this reference when the numbers are converted.

Assuming a wave tank of depth \( d = 0.2 \) m, as is employed in our experiments, and \( \theta = 10^\circ \), we obtain the values of Table I. First we observe that the boundary layers at constant depth are within the laminar regime as identified by Sumer \textit{et al.}\(^\text{40}\). The measurements of Liu \textit{et al.}\(^\text{38}\) were performed with \( d = 0.1 \) m, which reduce \( Re_c \), relative to values in the table, and bring them further into the laminar regime. The outer flow in the runup is similar to that of constant depth propagation, with an initial phase of acceleration, followed by retardation, even though the acceleration phase is relatively shorter and the retardation phase longer for the runup. A comparison with the critical numbers of Sumer \textit{et al.}\(^\text{40}\) then indicates that the lowest amplitude, \( A/d = 0.1 \), may give a laminar flow, while the higher is in the transition regime. This is consistent with our observations. For \( A/d = 0.0977 \) no sign of irregular flow is observed, while for \( A/d = 0.292 \) the flow was disturbed at the upper field of view (FOV) (see Figure 2). It must be noted that only the lowest FOV was employed for \( A/d = 0.0977 \) and \( A/d = 0.195 \) due to their short inundation length and that mild undulations may be hard to detect due to limitations on the resolution and sparse particle seeding. More details are given in Sec. IV A.

### III. MEASURED AND COMPUTED RUNUP HEIGHTS

As seen from Table II the maximum runup heights from the dispersive models are very similar, while the shallow water formula (1) yields higher runup due to the excess steepening of the incident wave during shoaling.\(^\text{24}\) On the other hand, the measured runup heights are significantly smaller than the theoretical ones. The relative deviation increases with the amplitude of the incident wave.

The two models employed are well tested and it is highly unlikely that they over-predict runup by the same amount in unison due to errors. In Figure 4 we have compared our measurements to those of Hall and Watts\(^\text{8} \) for the same slope angle (10\(^\circ\)). There is quite some scatter in the data from Hall and Watts, but our data fit in rather well. Hall and Watts employed depths (\( d \)) from 0.15 m to 0.68 m. Unfortunately, the scatter is too strong to reveal any systematic dependence on \( d \). In Figure 5 we have compared Boussinesq and BIM simulations to experimental data from Langsholt\(^\text{51}\) for \( \theta = 12^\circ \). According to (3) all waves in the figure are non-breaking. We observe similar theoretical over-predictions as in Table II. Moreover, even though there is some scatter also in the data from Langsholt there is an apparent tendency that \( R/d \) for a given \( A/d \) increases with the depth \( d \). This suggests that viscous or capillary effects are significant in this kind of laboratory experiments.

---

\(^{a}\)Values belong to combinations of models and amplitudes that formally yield wave breaking, but which are included for completeness.

\(^{b}\)For the highest amplitude the BIM model experiences a maximum contact angle larger than \( \frac{1}{2} \pi \), indicating that the formal validity the solution is debatable and that the agreement with the Boussinesq result is partly coincidental.

---

**TABLE II. Maximum runup height to amplitude (R/A). Exp., BIM, and Bouss. correspond to the experiments and the two models, respectively.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( A/d )</th>
<th>Expt.</th>
<th>BIM</th>
<th>Bouss.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>3.10±0.03</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>3.37±0.03</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>3.46±0.02</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>3.52±0.03</td>
<td>4.44(^b)</td>
<td>4.44(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>3.55±0.04</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
<td>\ldots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Applying their boundary integral model for θ = 15°, Svendsen and Grilli\(^9\) over-predicted the runup height by roughly 10% in comparison to the Hall and Watts.\(^7\) For θ = 45°, 70° they obtained, on the other hand, good agreement with experiments.

Among other things Li and Raichlen\(^11\) reported experiments on solitary wave runup on a beach with inclination θ = 3.8°. With this gentler inclination most of the waves are breaking in finite depth, which sets this data-set apart from those discussed above. Still a tendency for increasing \(R/d\) with \(d\), for the same \(A/d\) is noteworthy. As an exception Jensen \textit{et al.}\(^12\) did find close agreement between experimental and theoretical runup for \(A/d\) close to 0.1 and θ = 10.54°. For higher amplitudes they observed a mild reduction of \(R/A\) with increasing \(A/d\). However, there is a bias in the data for maximum runup in this reference (but not in the velocity data) that is linked to the material properties of the beach that led to a slight water absorption followed by deformation.

Comparison with the experiments of Hall and Watts\(^7\) indicates that the experimental runup heights in Table II are reasonably accurate, at least. Thus, we must seek the cause for the deviation between theory and experiments among physical effects that are significant in the experiments, but absent in the theories. In the literature this issue has been addressed on a few occasions outlined below.

Pedersen and Gjevik\(^52\) found that theory overestimates experimental runup,\(^7, 51\) even though the difference was strongly diminished when θ became larger than 20°, say. The authors attributed this behaviour to the presence of boundary layers, which they presumed to be turbulent.

In his key work on solitary wave runup Synolakis\(^8\) emphasized that the increase in \(R/d\) with \(A/d\) is significantly smaller for breaking than for non-breaking waves. This then led him to suggest that the discrepancy reported in Pedersen and Gjevik\(^52\) was due to unrecognized wave breaking in the experiments. However, in view of the experiments, the criterion (3) and our simulations this possibility can be ruled out because breaking during runup does not occur for amplitudes in the range investigated.
For $\theta = 10^\circ$ Li and Raichlen\textsuperscript{11} compared the experiments of Hall and Watts\textsuperscript{7} to hydrostatic nonlinear simulations. In an intermediate amplitude range ($A/d \sim 0.1–0.2$) their numerical values over-predicted the runup. However, the relative deviation did not increase for higher amplitudes, in contrast to what we observed for our BIM and Boussinesq models. One reason is, presumably, that breaking in the hydrostatic approximation occurs already for $A/d$ slightly above 0.1 according to (2). Hence, for the higher amplitudes there was a noticeable unphysical breaking in the simulations of Li and Raichlen\textsuperscript{11} which affected the runup and reduced the deviation from the experiments.

Measurements are often focused on the maximum runup height. However, in the present investigation also the time history of the shoreline motion has been measured by edge detection applied to video recordings from above, as explained in Sec. II A. The horizontal location of the shoreline is then found as function of time and compared to the corresponding computed shoreline positions, from the BIM and the Boussinesq models, in Figure 6. For the lowest amplitude $A/d = 0.0977$ the experimental inundation lags significantly behind in the early stages, then nearly catches up with the theory and then steadily falls behind again until maximum runup. The higher amplitudes yield similar evolution of the discrepancies, except that the early delay in the experiments are reduced in relative size and duration. Naturally, the initial inhibition of the inundation is due to capillary effects. The shoreline remains at rest until the contact angle surpasses the advancing angle. An image of the
shoreline before it is mobilized is shown in Figure 7. This induces extra steepness of the wave front which then causes larger acceleration that to some extent counterbalances the delay relative to the simulations. As expected, the relative importance of this effect is smaller for the higher amplitudes for which the critical contact angle is reached sooner and for a smaller front height to amplitude ratio.

Even though the detailed characteristics of the contact angle dynamics during runup is not unraveled, it seems likely that the eventual deviation between theory and experiments is also due to viscous effects. In fact, our results will indicate that viscous effects are important and may well be the major reason for the discrepancy. In particular, in view of the thin swash tongues in Figure 2 bottom boundary layers are likely to be much more important on the beach than in a depth of 20 cm say, where surface film effects presumably produce more damping than boundary layers. Hence, further issues concerning the contact line dynamics and capillary effects are left for future work and the remainder of this article is devoted to bottom boundary layers.

IV. BOUNDARY LAYERS

A. The computed and observed boundary layers

The problem given by (4) through (6), with the outer flow taken from the BIM solution, is solved numerically. For times somewhat before maximum runup, velocity profiles in the swash zone are displayed in the two upper panels of Figure 8. The surface appears as a steep, almost straight line due to the aspect ratio. The profiles are drawn at those s-positions where the zero velocity lines normal to the s-axis are indicated. Only the wetted parts, which are below the intersections of the free surface and the zero velocity lines, have significance. At the surface the velocity should be very close to the outer value. Otherwise the boundary layer would extend the flow depth and the concept of outer and inner flow would be wrong. This is the case in the vicinity of the moving shoreline only, where the flow presumably is also affected by the contact point dynamics which is not included in our description. We observe that withdrawal first occur in the boundary layer. Moreover, we observe that the difference between linear and nonlinear boundary layer theory is largest around the reversal of the outer flow. Close to the moving shoreline nonlinear theory yields a markedly thicker boundary layer and a milder shear. The lower panel of Figure 8 corresponds to a later stage where the fluid is retreating everywhere in the swash zone. It is noteworthy that the effect of the nonlinearity in the boundary layer has nearly vanished.

Computed and measured boundary layer profiles for a position $s = 7$ cm (see Figure 2) are compared in Figure 9. There are marked delays of approximately 0.05 s and 0.02 s, for $A/d$ equal to 0.0977 and 0.292, respectively, in the measured free flow velocity as compared to theory. When these delays are adjusted the profiles agree very well, in particular for $A/d = 0.292$. For the first part of the evolution there is a further delay of the experimental outer flow, presumably linked to the deviation in the shoreline motion shown in Figure 6. We also emphasize that the first phase of the evolution of the boundary layer, after the passage of the moving shoreline, is not accurately described by the boundary layer theory. The delay of 0.02 s for $A/d = 0.292$ may be comparable in magnitude, but is still somewhat large in comparison to a sum of all errors in wave travel time pointed out in the
FIG. 8. Boundary layers in the runup, with outer flow from full potential theory. The lines normal to the $s$ axis show profile locations, while nonlinear and linear profiles are dashed and solid, respectively. Also the free surface is depicted as a bold solid line. Upper panel: $A/d = 0.0985$, $t = 7.40$ s. 1 m on the $s$-axis corresponds to 5.84 m/s. Lower panels: $A/d = 0.295$, 1 m on the $s$-axis corresponds to 3.89 m/s. The two lower panels correspond to $t = 6.70$ s and $t = 7.30$ s, respectively.

FIG. 9. Measured (dots) and simulated (fully drawn lines) velocity profiles in the boundary layer. Dashes correspond to time simulated profiles with time shifts 0.05 s and 0.02 s, respectively, in the left and right panels. The measurement is made 7 cm in-land and the PIV data are averaged over a distance of approximately 0.5 cm along the beach. Left panel: $A/d = 0.0977$ for times 6.90 s, 7.20 s, 7.40 s, 7.60 s, and 7.80 s. Right panel: $A/d = 0.292$ for times 5.70 s, 6.00 s, 6.10 s, 6.30 s, and 6.80 s.
Secs. II A and II B. However, the delay of 0.05 s for $A/d = 0.0977$ is clearly beyond the identified errors and is still unexplained. It is noteworthy that no sign of separation or eddy formation is apparent in these profiles. Moreover, the observed agreement shows that the boundary layer theory becomes valid some distance from the moving shoreline, even though it is not applicable at the shoreline itself. The results for $A/d = 0.195$ (not shown) are similar to those of $A/d = 0.292$.

For the amplitudes $A/d = 0.388$ and $A/d = 0.481$ we have not compared profiles with theory. The lowest of these two amplitudes gives laminar boundary layers. On the other hand, the largest display signs of instability, without strict repeatability, when PIV is applied in the middle of the tank, but not when PIV is applied closer to the side-walls (see Sec. II A for transverse variation of beach geometry). Hence, $A/d = 0.481$ may presumably be close to the transitional regime in the lower part of the runup.

The higher onshore field of view (see Figure 2) is reached only by the amplitude $A/d = 0.292$ and higher. Close to the beach, in particular, the measurements are of lower quality here than in the lower field of view, mainly due to the poorer particle density. In the video recording there are clear signs of instabilities in the boundary layer. For 3 out of 4 repetitions the instabilities occur after $t = 6.4$ s, while one run also displays irregularities immediately after the arrival of the fluid. The reason for this is not known, but since we are in the transitional regime small imperfections in the reproduction of the individual experiments may lead to marked deviations. As shown in Figure 10 for one of the three similar runs there is a fair qualitative agreement between theory and experiments for $t = 6.34$ s, save for the 1 mm closest to the beach, then the profiles consistently deviates. It is difficult to pinpoint the transition time accurately, but it appears to be close to $t = 6.40$ s. It is noteworthy that the instability occurs around the time the theoretical profiles display an inflection point which allow possible instability according to the famous criteria of Rayleigh and Fjørtoft for stationary inviscid flow. However, also the profiles in lower FOV, depicted in Figure 9, display corresponding inflection points. Inflection points are also present in profiles for the retarding part of the flow induced by a solitary wave on constant depth, without causing instabilities for the lower Reynold numbers. Hence, the instability indicated in Figure 10 cannot be linked to the presence of the inflection point alone.

The transition around $t = 6.40$ s is confirmed by graphs of averaged (30 subsequent velocities, corresponding to a duration of 0.01 s) instantaneous streamlines based on the PIV velocity fields. For $t < 6.4$ s there are no signs of irregularities, then the streamlines starts to undulate. Undulations are seen to develop within the field of view and are also seen to be transported in through its upstream boundary. At $t = 6.7$ s, which is 0.1 s before the outer flow is reversed, eddies are formed within the FOV and transported gently outwards. After reversion eddies and undulations disappear from the

FIG. 10. Measured (dots) and simulated (BIM, fully drawn lines) velocity profiles in the boundary layer in the upper field of view for $A/d = 0.292$ and times 6.34 s, 6.40 s, 6.58 s, 6.75 s, and 7.00 s.
boundary layer and the streamline pattern again consists of lines parallel to the beach. One stable pattern during runup, one slightly wavy pattern, one unstable pattern close to flow reversal, and one pattern during the down-rush are shown in Figure 11. The higher amplitudes display similar instabilities in the upper field of view (results not shown).

B. Analytic boundary layer solutions

According to the experiments the boundary layer for the lowest amplitude remains laminar. Moreover, the numerical solutions indicate that this case is described reasonably well with linear theory. In this situation, approximate analytic solutions can be found. Such solutions are very useful since they can readily be used to display main features of the boundary layer flow.

To obtain a closed form solution an idealized model example is considered. The example is inspired by the thin-swash limit described in several references, but is further simplified in the sense that the outer flow is a uniform plug flow retarded by gravity (see Figure 12). In this case the outer flow is a linear function in time and given as

\[ U(x, 0, t) = U_0 - g \sin \theta t. \]  

(7)

The solution for \( u \), defined for \( 0 < s < U_0 t - \frac{1}{2} g t^2 \), reads (see Subsection 2 of the Appendix)

\[ u(s, z, t) = \frac{U_0 \zeta^2}{2} + \left[ U - \frac{U_0 \zeta^2}{2} \right] \text{erf} \left( \frac{\zeta}{2\sqrt{T}} \right) - U_0 \zeta \sqrt{\frac{T}{\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{\zeta^2}{4T} \right), \]  

(8)
where $T = g \sin \theta U_0^{-1} t - 1 + \sqrt{1 - 2g \sin \theta U_0^{-2}}$ and $\zeta = \sqrt{g \sin \theta / \nu U_0 z}$. The former is the time elapsed since the fluid reached position $s$, non-dimensionalized. For the normal velocity we obtain

$$w(s, z, t) = -\frac{v g \sin \theta}{\pi U_0 T} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{\zeta^2}{4T} \right) \right].$$

(9)

We observe that there is an entrainment velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer. A corresponding entrainment is observed in the numerical boundary layer solutions discussed subsequently.

Velocity profiles based on the solutions given above are shown in Figure 13. The graphs are given in physical dimensions using $U_0 = 1$ m/s and $\theta = 10^\circ$ giving a total runup-time of approximately 0.587 s and a total runup-length of approximately 0.294 m, the working fluid being water. We observe that the flow in the boundary layer reverses before the outer flow and thus starts to drain the runup wave. The draining sinks fluid from the outer region into the boundary layer giving the entrainment velocity displayed in Figure 14. Such draining effects on the outer flow are expected to cause reduced runup heights, particularly for thin, wedge shaped wave fronts (see Figure 2).

C. Estimation of reduced runup height due to the boundary layer

To relate the boundary layer quantitatively to a reduction in the runup height the feedback from the boundary layer on the outer flow must be assessed. One strategy is to incorporate a term representing volume flux loss in the boundary layer (see below) in an depth integrated continuity equation, as is done in Liu and Orfila55 for a linear boundary layer in finite depth. However, herein we need to address also nonlinear boundary layers and, more significantly, the combination of an incorporated boundary layer and a moving shoreline is far from straightforward. At present there is neither any theory nor any observation describing the behaviour of such a combination. Instead we
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**FIG. 13.** Velocity profiles at $t = 0.4696$ s across the viscous boundary layer at various $s$-positions (i.e., $\tau_\xi$ values) along the beach as indicated on the abscissa. The runup-plug enters the beach with velocity $U_0 = 1$ m/s and the total runup-time is 0.5870s in this case, giving the runup-length 0.2935 m. It is remarked that the profiles are shifted to their $s$ locations and that the velocity is zero at $z = 0$ for all profiles.
FIG. 14. Entrainment velocity profile \( w = \sqrt{\frac{\nu g \sin \theta}{U_0}} \) along the outer edge of the viscous boundary layer.

will estimate the effect of the boundary layer on runup through integrated effects on a finite volume adjacent to the moving shoreline. The boundary layer causes a volume transport deficiency given as

\[
\Delta q = \int_0^\infty (U - u) dz.
\]

If the boundary layer had been stationary \( \Delta q/U \) would equal the displacement thickness.

A crude estimate of the reduction of runup height for \( A/d = 0.098 \) is obtained using the solution (8). We regard a front section, with a length \( l \) being much less than the total inundation length, of a slab. The loss (caused by viscosity) of fluid volume (per unit width) transported into this section during runup is given by

\[
Q_a = \int_{t=T_0}^{t_{\text{top}}} \Delta q(s_f(t) - l, t) dt,
\]

where \( s_f \) is the instantaneous position of the slab front, that passes position \( s = 0 \) (equilibrium level) at time \( t = 0 \), position \( s = l \) at \( t = T_0 \), and is in the top position at \( t = t_{\text{top}} \). The volume (per unit width) \( Q_w \) of a fluid wedge of length \( l \) is

\[
Q_w = \frac{1}{2} l^2 \tan \psi,
\]

where \( \psi \) is the wedge angle, which, according to outer numerical solution, is \( \psi = 3.4^\circ \) (see the end of Sec. II B). \( l \) is iteratively adjusted until \( Q_a \approx Q_w \), meaning that the final \( l \) is an estimate of the reduction of the inundation length due to the viscous boundary layer. Setting \( U_0 = 1 \) m/s, we get \( l \approx 5.7 \) cm (approximately as observed, see Table II), and with \( U_0 = 1.2 \) m/s, we get \( l \approx 6.9 \) cm. The initial velocity \( U_0 = 1.0 \) m/s gives a slab runup length \( \approx 0.29 \) m, and with \( U_0 = 1.2 \) m/s, we get a slab runup length of 0.42 m. The last one is approximately equal to what the numerical inviscid calculations give, but an inundation reduction of 6.9 cm is a little too large (see Table II). The velocity profiles displayed in Figure 8, indicate that this overestimation might be attributed to the linearization of the boundary layer equations. A related, but slightly modified, procedure is applied to the numerical solutions below.

We consider a fluid wedge corresponding to the Lagrangian coordinate interval \( b \leq a \leq 0 \). This means that this fluid volume initially (\( t = 0 \)) stretches from a distance \( b \), off shore, to the shoreline. Such a wedge is moved onshore and deformed during runup as depicted in Figure 15. At maximum runup the lower end of wedge in the potential flow solutions corresponds to the observed maximum runup. For this volume the normalized accumulated volume loss becomes

\[
V_d = \frac{\int_b^0 \Delta q(x(b, t), t) dt}{\frac{1}{2} \tan \theta b^2}.
\]
The denominator corresponds to the volume of the wedge. If $V_d$ becomes comparable to unity during runup it is indicated that the reduced runup heights in the experiments may be due to viscous effects. The computation of $V_d$ does not take into account the feedback from the boundary layer to the outer flow. In the later stages of runup, in particular, this will be an significant source of error. Presumably, our $V_d$ overestimates the volume transport losses in relation to values from experiments or fully viscid solutions. Hence, only the order of magnitude of $V_d$ should be considered.

Corresponding considerations based on integrated drag and dissipation have been made and are found to be consistent with the volume loss in relation to the reduced runup height. However, while $V_d$ is based on the computation of the boundary value properties only at a finite distance from the moving shoreline, integrated dissipation or drag will comprise substantial contributions from the very vicinity of the shoreline, where the boundary layer theory is incorrect.

In Figure 16 the integrated volume transport defects have been depicted. For all amplitudes $V_d$ surpasses unity well before the maximum runup is reached in the simulation.

The integrated effects of the boundary layer are estimates only, but their orders of magnitude are consistent with the deviations between theory and experiments. This indicates that laminar viscous effects give a main, and maybe dominant, contribution to this deviation.

V. DISCUSSION

Runup heights from recently performed experiments are substantially smaller than predictions from numerical models based on inviscid theory. Comparison with laboratory investigations from the literature shows that this feature is typical for standard wave tank experiments with depths around 0.2 m. Since also different theoretical models are employed, with similar results, it then follows that important physics is not retained in the models. An investigation of high speed video images rules out the possibility of unrecognized wave breaking, but shows the presence of boundary layers at

FIG. 16. Normalized volume transport defect computed from simulated velocity profiles in the boundary layer.
the beach. For small amplitudes the boundary layers are laminar, such as those found under solitary waves on constant depth by Liu et al. In analogy with their observation of a reverse boundary layer flow in the retardation phase, we find that the first fluid withdrawal on the beach occurs in the boundary layer. For higher amplitudes instability is observed in the boundary layers for Reynolds numbers of the same order as the transitional numbers reported for solitary waves in constant depth. We do not have a full coverage of the swash zone by video and PIV measurements, but the results indicate that instabilities occur more readily up-beach than close to the equilibrium shoreline and that the first part of the evolution of the boundary layer is laminar for all investigated waves and locations.

The early reversal of the flow in the boundary layers is retrieved in idealized and numerical boundary layer solutions. For laminar boundary layers good agreement is also observed between measured and computed velocity profiles. Moreover, the integrated mass flux reduction caused by the boundary layers is quantitatively reconcilable with the difference in runup height between models and experiments. The other relevant effects, surface tension and contact line dynamics, have been observed only indirectly through the initial inhibition of the inundation. We may thus not present a conclusion as to which effects are the dominant ones. Still, our findings suggest that laminar bed friction is important in the runup experiments and may be a main reason for the over-prediction of runup by inviscid models.

Presumably, surface tension and boundary layer effects cause small scale experiments to be scale dependent in a manner that is quite different from large scale cases with turbulence. This reduces the value of detailed comparison of experiments with full scale tsunamis, or models for such. In particular, any notion that a tsunami model should be able to reproduce a simple experiment very accurately to have good prospects for the more demanding real applications is wrong. Instead comparisons must be taken critically, also when they are promising. For instance, none of the standard shallow water runup models comprise viscous boundary layers. However, they do possess other features that may reduce the runup height, such as premature/unphysical breaking, numerical damping, or a quadratic sea-bed friction of the Manning type. In short, most features that make models more stable or rugged tend to reduce the runup heights. Good agreement with experiments may then be coincidental and is no certain indication on good model performance in general. Moreover, tuning of model properties to match small scale experiments is not a sound strategy. Specifically, adjustment of the coefficient in a Manning friction to reproduce experimental runup heights obtained in standard wave tanks is inappropriate since the Manning friction is a quadratic drag inferred from turbulent channel flows. The frictions in action in the model and the experiments may thus have different natures and scaling properties.

In full scale even a non-breaking wave presumably yields turbulent swash flow with different properties from the one at laboratory scale. Moreover, even at laboratory scale a breaking wave will produce a turbulent runup. Hence, the difference between breaking and non-breaking runup regimes may be more pronounced in experiments than in full scale. From this point of view, runup on inclined planes is far from exhausted as a research field. New experiments, on different scales, covering a wide range of slope angles and amplitudes and with a more detailed observation of the shoreline and evolution of the surface and velocity fields should be performed.
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APPENDIX: BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW APPROXIMATIONS AND SOLUTIONS

1. Dimensionless variables and linearization

The boundary layer thickness \( \delta_{bl} \), is tacitly assumed to follow the classical relation \( \delta_{bl} = \sqrt{\nu t_{sc}} \), introducing \( U_0 \) as the characteristic value of \( u \) we find \( t_{sc} = U_0 / g \sin \theta \) and \( s_{sc} = U_0^2 / g \sin \theta \), where
$s_{sc}$ is the estimated runup-length. The continuity equation is used to estimate a characteristic value $w_{sc}$ for $w$ in the boundary layer, giving $w_{sc} = \frac{t_{sc} \delta_{bl}}{s_{sc}}$. Dimensionless variables are defined then as follows:

$$
\tau = \frac{t}{t_{sc}}, \quad \xi = \frac{s}{s_{sc}}, \quad \zeta = \frac{\tau}{\delta_{bl}}, \quad u^{(o)} = \frac{U}{u_{sc}}, \quad u^{(i)} = \frac{u}{u_{sc}} - u^{(o)}, \quad w^{(i)} = \frac{w}{w_{sc}}.
$$

(A1)

where $U$ and $u^{(o)}$, the non-dimensional outer flow, are evaluated at the beach. The inner along-shore component is subtracted from the outer flow, to render $u^{(i)}$ as the principal unknown. This is done to move the inhomogeneity from the momentum equation (see Eq. (4)) to the boundary condition at the beach.

When the definitions in (A1) are inserted into the equations of Sec. II C and nonlinearities are omitted we obtain

$$
\frac{\partial u^{(i)}}{\partial \tau} = \frac{\partial^2 u^{(i)}}{\partial \xi^2},
$$

subject to

$$
u^{(i)}(\xi, 0, \tau) = -u^{(o)}(\xi, \tau), \quad u^{(i)}(\xi, \infty, \tau) = 0.
$$

(A3)

The continuity equation remains in the form (5) and provides an explicit expression for $w^{(i)}$ in the linear case. Two-point boundary value problems such as (A2) and (A3) are discussed in many textbooks; see, for example, Chap. 7 in Mei.56 The solution of Eq. (A2) subject to (A3) can most readily be obtained by following Liu and Orfila.55 To do so, a local time $\tau'$ related to the global time $\tau$ by

$$
\tau' = \tau - \tau_i
$$

is introduced. By definition, $\tau = \tau_i$ at the instant the front of a runup wave passes the position $\xi$, and at that very moment we assume that a viscous boundary layer will start to develop at $\xi$. We then get, using Eq. (2.15) in Liu and Orfila.55

$$
\begin{align*}
\nu^{(i)}(\xi, \xi, \tau; \tau_i) &= \frac{-\zeta}{2\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^{\tau-\tau_i} \frac{u^{(o)}(\xi, \tau + \tau')}{(\tau - \tau_i - \tau')^{3/2}} e^{-\zeta^2/(4(\tau - \tau_i - \tau'))} d\tau', \\
\end{align*}
$$

(A5)

where $\tau_i$ parameterizes the inherent $\xi$-dependence in the boundary layer flow, different from the $\xi$-dependence imposed by matching with the outer flow. In our application the outer flow is supposed to be given as

$$
u^{(o)}(\xi, \tau) = 1 + a(\xi) \tau + b(\xi) \tau^2 + c(\xi) \tau^3 + d(\xi) \tau^4 + f(\xi) \tau^5 + \cdots,
$$

(A6)

where we put $\tau = 0$ at the instant when the shoreline passes the reference position $\xi = 0$. Using (A6) in (A5) and adding the outer flow $u^{(o)}$ we find an expression for the total along-shore velocity

$$
u_i^{(o)} = [1 + a \tau + b \tau^2 + c \tau^3 + d \tau^4 + f \tau^5] \text{erf} \left( \frac{\zeta}{2\sqrt{\tau - \tau_i}} \right)
$$

$$
- \frac{1}{30240} \left[ 15120 a \zeta^2 + b (30240 \zeta^2 \tau + 2520 \zeta^4) + c (45360 \zeta^2 \tau^2 + 7560 \zeta^4 \tau + 252 \zeta^6) \\
+ d (60480 \zeta^2 \tau^3 + 15120 \zeta^4 \tau^2 + 1008 \zeta^6 \tau + 18 \zeta^8) \\
+ f (75600 \zeta^2 \tau^4 + 25200 \zeta^4 \tau^3 + 2520 \zeta^6 \tau^2 + 90 \zeta^8 \tau + \zeta^{10}) \right] \left[ 1 - \text{erf} \left( \frac{\zeta}{2\sqrt{\tau - \tau_i}} \right) \right]
$$

$$
+ \frac{1}{30240 \sqrt{\pi}} \left[ 30240 a \zeta + b \zeta (50400 \tau + 10080 \tau_i) + 5040 \zeta^3 \right]
$$

$$
+ [\zeta (66528 \tau^2 + 18144 \tau \tau_i + 6048 \tau_i^2) + \zeta^3 (14112 \tau + 1008 \tau_i) + 504 \zeta^5]
$$

$$
+ d [\zeta (80352 \tau^3 + 25056 \tau^2 \tau_i + 11232 \tau \tau_i^2 + 4320 \tau_i^3) \\
+ \zeta^3 (26640 \tau^2 + 432 \tau_i^2 + 3168 \tau \tau_i) + \zeta^5 (1944 \tau + 72 \tau_i) + 36 \zeta^7]
$$
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\[ f \xi (92640 \tau^4 + 31200 \tau^3 \tau_e + 15840 \tau^2 \tau_e^2 + 8160 \tau \tau_e^3 + 3360 \tau_e^4) \]
\[ + \xi^3 (42240 \tau^3 + 6480 \tau^2 \tau_e + 1440 \tau \tau_e^2 + 240 \tau_e^3) \]
\[ + \xi^5 (4704 \tau^2 + 312 \tau \tau_e + 64 \tau_e^2) + \xi^7 (176 \tau + 32 \tau_e) + 2 \xi^9 \sqrt{\tau - \tau_e} e^{-\xi^2/(\tau - \tau_e)}, \quad (A7) \]

where \( \tau > \tau_e \). Maple is used to manage the mathematical manipulations necessary to obtain (A7) where some care has to be exercised when evaluating the boundary values of the integrals. An arbitrary position \( \xi \) in the runup, say \( \xi(\tau_e) \), can be related to the Eulerian field (A6) approximately by series expansions and time integration. Such a relation is necessary when obtaining \( w(i) \) from the continuity equation.

2. An idealized model for boundary layers during runup

To gain some insight into the evolution of the viscous boundary layers on the beach, we analyze a simple plug flow model that allows for closed form solutions of the boundary layer equations (see Sec. IV B). We ignore the stretching of the runup tongue, implying that a slab of water is moving uniformly on the beach while being retarded by gravity through the pressure from the beach. The outer flow velocity evaluated at the beach in this idealized model is

\[ u(o) = 1 - \tau - \tau', \quad (A8) \]

giving an arbitrary position \( \xi \) of the fluid plug as

\[ \xi = \tau - \frac{1}{2} \tau_e^2 \quad (A9) \]

or

\[ \tau_e = 1 - \sqrt{1 - 2\xi}. \quad (A10) \]

The outer flow (A8) introduced here, corresponds to putting \( a(\xi) = -1 \) and \( b(\xi) = c(\xi) = d(\xi) = f(\xi) = 0 \) in (A6) and (A7) giving the solution expressed in (8) and (9).

The significance of nonlinearities can be measured as the ratio, \( N_L \), between the convective term in (4) and a dominant term, namely the along-shore acceleration due to gravity \( g \sin \theta \) with dimensions, unity without dimensions. For \( U_0 = 1 \text{ m/s} \), which is higher than the maximum velocities for the lower solitary waves investigated herein, we obtain ratios as shown in Figures 17 and 18 below. The figures indicate that nonlinearity is rather weak in the domain displayed, except for the front of the runup wave where we expect that a break-down of the boundary layer equations will occur. This is consistent with the numerical results in Figure 8 for \( A/d \approx 0.1 \). Hence, it is likely that the linearized solution carries the main features of the boundary layer flow associated with the runup of small amplitude waves.

![Figure 17](http://example.com/fig17.png)

**FIG. 17.** The ratio \( N_L \) for \( \tau = 0.5 \) at various locations in the boundary layer.
FIG. 18. The ratio $N_L$ for $\tau = 0.9$ at various locations in the boundary layer is displayed in the figure.
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1 Abstract

The present report is concerned with the evolution of boundary layers during runup of solitary waves on
a beach in a wave tank of depth 0.2 m. It comprises both theory and high resolution PIV measurements
of velocity profiles. A linear stability analysis of the boundary layer for solitary waves running up a
sloping beach is performed by means of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. Due to the increased retardation
phase during runup, the amplification of disturbances in the boundary layer is increased as compared
to that of solitary waves traveling on constant depth. On the basis of these results, we reexamine the
experimental results by Pedersen et al. [11] and find some experimental evidence for Tollmien-Schlichting
waves destabilizing the flow.

2 Introduction

Runup on waves on inclined planes, with apparent applications to tsunamis and coastal engineering, is a
topic which has been studied in a series experimental and theoretical papers over the last 60 years, say.
Any kind of review is beyond the scope of this report and we refer to the references given in the papers
cited below. In [7, 8] runup on a broken beach was investigated, among other things. For reference also
the standard experiment of runup on an inclined plane was revisited. Surprisingly, these experiments
yielded much lower runup than theoretical inviscid models. The presence of a viscous boundary layer
was apparent, but this was inadequately resolved in the measurements. A new set of experiments, with
particular emphasis on shoreline tracking and measurement of viscous boundary layer for solitary waves
incident on a beach was performed and published in Pedersen et al [11]. In some cases they found very
good general agreement between their experimental and numerical velocity profiles in the boundary layer.
They also unraveled a delay in the runup, most pronounced for small amplitudes, due to capillary effects.
Moreover, the reduced runup heights from [7, 8], as compared to inviscid theories, were reproduced. In
[11] this was linked to the viscous effects through integrated mass transport deficiencies and dissipation
in the boundary layer, which points to a scale dependency of wave tank experiments of this kind. A
survey of the experimental literature also suggested that this was observed before, although being little
appreciated.

In some of the experiments reported by Pedersen et al. [11] they observed undulations in the streamline
patterns of the boundary layers followed by the development of structures that may be vortex rollers.
During withdrawal, when the flow again is accelerated, the boundary layers returned to a regular flow
without signs of instabilities or transition. Since no previous analysis or investigation of boundary layers
on beaches was available, the authors compared their findings to the related case of boundary layers
under solitary waves for which there is a small number of studies in the literature. In particular, the works by [12, 14, 15, 9] reported the boundary layer stability under solitary waves to be of parametric nature, meaning that the boundary layer turns unstable in an absolute sense beyond a critical Reynolds number. Instabilities did first occur in the retardation phase where an inflection point develops in the boundary layer profile. Since the flow during runup on a beach is a retarded one [11] suggested that it may have similar boundary layer properties and found irregularities for Reynolds numbers of similar magnitudes as [12, 14, 15, 9].

Another line of research was attempted by [2] who subjected the stability of boundary layers under solitons on constant depth to stability analysis by means of an Orr-Sommerfeld type equation. Later [13] has taken this line of approach much further and contested the concept of parametric instability with a critical Reynolds number. The latter reference found, on the basis of a linear stability analysis, that the boundary layer under a solitary wave is convectively unstable, meaning that the boundary layer acts like a broadband amplifier for incoming perturbations. They explained the observation of diverging critical Reynolds numbers found by [12, 14, 15, 9] by the fact that the level of noise in these experiments and direct numerical simulations was uncontrolled and therefore no repeatability of the flow transition could be expected.

The results [13] motivates us for a renewed investigation of the boundary layers during runup. Herein, we shall investigate the stability properties of the boundary layer under solitary waves running up a sloping beach numerically by means of linear stability. In particular we apply the Orr-Sommerfeld equation to the boundary layer profiles computed in [11]. New experiments have not yet been finalized, but the measurements of [11] will be re-processed and interpreted in light of the stability analysis. In particular we seek experimental evidence for the present theoretical results.

The present note is organized as follows. In section 3, a short description of the problem is presented. Following, we explain the basic equations of the present linear stability analysis in section 4. This section also contains the discussion on the theoretical results of the present note. We then turn to the reexamination of the experimental work by Pedersen et al [11] in section 5. Next to a short description of the experimental post-processing, the results of the reexamination are discussed in this section. The present note is concluded in section 6.

3 Description of the problem

The set up was defined in [11] and will only be summarized briefly here. A solitary waves with amplitude $a$ is traveling from left to right with speed $c$ in a basin with constant depth $d = 0.2\, m$ which is then joined by a plane with inclination angle $\theta = 10^\circ$. In the experiments the wave is generated by a piston wave paddle, while it is introduced through initial conditions in the numerical wave models.

The amplitudes of the solitary waves vary between approximately $a/d \sim 0.1$ to $a/d \sim 0.5$. However, most emphasis is put on $a/d = 0.292$ for which we have best measurements. This is also the only amplitude subjected to stability analysis. As shown in the figure we have a coordinate system $x, z$ aligned parallel and normal to the beach, respectively. For use in the boundary layer computations the $x$ axis is construed to follow also the flat part of the bottom, still with $z$ denoting the normal direction, which then is vertical. In addition we have a horizontal/vertical $\xi, \zeta$ system. The origin of both systems are located at the equilibrium shoreline. Some features of the setup are shown in figure 1. In the discussion of the stability theory we will use rescaled, non-dimensional, coordinates. Elsewhere units will generally be applied, or the scaling explicitly stated (such as $a/d \approx 0.3$).
At $\xi = -d/\tan \theta$, the plane beach is installed. When the solitary wave reaches this point it will start to produce a gentle reflection, which will mildly influence the properties of the boundary layers close to the start of the beach. During shoaling the front will steepen, yielding a shorter and stronger acceleration phase as compared to retardation phase. When the solitary wave reaches the shoreline, it will develop a thin swash tongue running up the beach (see lower panel of figure 1). Gravity will decelerate and then reverse the flow. The flow is first reversed close to the $\xi = 0$ and finally at the moving shoreline when the maximum runup height is reached. The flow is then reversed everywhere reverse and the draw down phase starts. Figure 2 shows a time series of the free stream velocity $U_{\text{inviscid}}$ of the boundary layer for the positions in figure 3. The typical free stream velocity of a solitary wave in the constant-depth part of the tank displays an acceleration phase followed by a retardation phase in a symmetrical fashion. In the lowest part of the swash zone a short acceleration phase is followed by a longer retardation which then is conceived as acceleration again as the flow is reversed. Further up the beach the initial acceleration phase is missing and the deceleration phase is even stronger. The larger velocities and stronger retardation during runup must be expected to increase the amplification of perturbations in the boundary layer, destabilizing the flow, as compared to the propagation on constant depth. This boundary layer was investigated by Pedersen et al. [11], who solved the boundary layer equations numerically, with outer flows taken from numerical solutions of inviscid wave models. In addition they performed PIV measurements of the boundary layer flow at selected positions as indicated in figure 1. As mentioned in the introduction, the theoretical and experimental profiles were agreeing well, except for some cases, where instabilities were observed to change the flow pattern. The investigation of the stability properties of the boundary layer flow is the focus of the present work, which can be considered a continuation of the work by Pedersen et al. [11]. We shall first perform some theoretical considerations, section 4, before turning to the reexamination of the PIV measurements at the locations.

![Figure 1: Sketch of problem. Upper panel: Side view of wave tank with the initial wave and the surface at maximum runup as obtained from an inviscid model for $a/d \sim 0.3$. The time series from the gauge is used to synchronize experiments and theory. Lower panel: the swash zone at maximum runup for $a/d \sim 0.3$ with true aspect ratio. The lower and upper rectangles are FOV 2 and 3, respectively. FOV 1 is located in mid-tank in about the same position as FOV 2.](image-url)
in figure 1, cf. section 5.

4 Theory

4.1 Basic equations

In [11], the boundary layer flow under a solitary wave running up a sloping beach was solved numerically. We shall use this solution to perform a stability analysis by means of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. The solution of the boundary layer equations in [11], leads to a velocity field

\[ U_{bl}(x, y, t), \quad V_{bl}(x, y, t), \]

in the boundary layer, which is the subject of the present linear stability analysis.

The scaling of quantities in equation (1) is the following. The velocities in tangential and wall normal direction are scaled by the shallow water speed \( \sqrt{gd} \). Time is scaled by \( d/\sqrt{gd} \) and horizontal lengths are scaled by \( d \). On the other hand, wall normal lengths are scaled by \( \delta^* \), where \( \delta^* \) is a viscous length scale defined in [14, 15]:

\[ \delta^* = \sqrt{\frac{2\nu d}{\sqrt{gd}}} \]

The scale \( \delta^* \) allows for a non-dimensional small parameter \( \delta = \delta^*/d \), which equals for the present flow...
The depth is \( \delta = 2.67 \cdot 10^{-3} \). (3)

The Reynolds number Re for a scaling based on \( \delta^* \) and \( \sqrt{gd} \) is given by:

\[
\text{Re} = \frac{2}{\delta^*}.
\]

(4)

In equation (1) the components are tangential and normal to the bottom. Hence, for \( x^* < -d / \sin \theta \), cf. figure 1, the tangential coordinate is given by \( \xi \), whereas the normal coordinate is given by \( \zeta \). Thus, the coordinate system for the boundary layer analysis thus always follows the bottom of the wave tank. The flow defined by (1) is time dependent which necessitates some specification about the exact sense of instability in the present case, since traditionally instability is defined as the departure from one steady solution to another flow regime. The meaning of instability employed here is akin to the concept of spatial growth for a steady boundary layer [6]. For spatial growth, the boundary layer flow is characterized by slow horizontal change, whereas the perturbation displays a rapid variation in the horizontal direction. This concept of two scales, a slow scale for the base flow and a fast one for the perturbation, is in the present note applied to the temporal variation of the flow. The resulting formulation is equivalent to the one in [1]. Given a position \( x_0 \) along the beach, the boundary layer flow can be regarded as a succession of slowly varying profiles in \( z \). The stream function \( \psi' \) of a Tollmien-Schlichting wave with wave number \( \alpha \) can then be written as:

\[
\psi' = \phi(y) \exp\{i\alpha x - \omega t\},
\]

(5)

where \( \phi \) is a shape function in wall normal direction. The imaginary part of the complex number \( \omega \) gives us the frequency of the perturbation, whereas the real part stands for the growth rate of the perturbation. The Tollmien-Schlichting wave displays fast variation compared to the base flow. However, the quantities \( \phi \) and \( \omega \) are assumed to vary on the same scale as the base flow. The governing equation for \( \psi' \) is the celebrated Orr-Sommerfeld equation [3]:

\[
\frac{1}{\text{Re}} \left( D^2 - \alpha^2 \right)^2 \phi - (i\alpha U_{bl} - \omega) \left( D^2 - \alpha^2 \right) \phi + i\alpha D^2 U_{bl} \phi = 0,
\]

(6)

where \( D = d/dz \). In contrast to the traditional solution of (6), the flow field is not varied in \( x \), but in \( t \), that means, we fix a certain position \( x_0 \) and apply equation (6) on a series of profiles for \( t \). Equation (6) is an eigenvalue problem for the eigenvalue \( \omega \) and the eigenvector \( \phi \). The boundary layer flow becomes unstable, as soon as the real part of \( \omega \) for any wave number \( \alpha \) becomes positive. The region in the \((t,\alpha)\) plane for which the real part of \( \omega \) vanishes is called the neutral curve. It separates the stable from the unstable region. In addition to the neutral curve, the total amplification of the Tollmien-Schlichting wave is of major interest, as it tells us by which factor the perturbation will grow during the passage of the solitary wave. The amplification \( A/A_0 \) is computed by the following formula:

\[
\frac{A}{A_0} = \exp \left[ \int_{t_0}^{t} \text{real}(\omega) \, dt \right].
\]

(7)

Equation (6) is solved by means of a Chebychev collocation method as in [13], with 130 nodes in \( y \) direction. The following section presents the results of the above Orr-Sommerfeld analysis applied to the boundary layer flow in [11].
4.2 Results

The Orr-Sommerfeld equation, equation (6), is solved for a number of positions along the boundary. In the following, we denote each position by its horizontal distance $\xi$ from the origin. The value of the abscissa $x$ on the beach is then obtained by

$$x = \frac{\xi}{\cos \theta}.$$  

(8)

In figure 3, the neutral curves in the $(t, \alpha)$ for these positions are plotted. When the solitary wave is still propagating on constant depth (for $\xi < -1/\tan \theta \approx -5.67$), the shape of the neutral curve for early times is close to the one for a solitary wave traveling in an infinite basin of constant depth $d$ [13]. The neutral curve starts behind the crest of the solitary wave, where the external flow is decelerating and the resulting external pressure gradient causes the flow in the boundary layer to reverse. However, for later times, the shape of the neutral curves differs from the one of a solitary wave in an infinite basin. The neutral curve reconnects and forms a closed curve much earlier in time. This is due to the reflection of the solitary wave on the beach, which leads to a wave (different in amplitude and shape) traveling the opposite direction, i.e. from right to left. This wave is again characterized by an initial acceleration phase, which stabilizes the flow and leads to an earlier closure of the neutral curve for positions further away from the beach.

For positions on the beach, we see a continuous evolution of the shape of the unstable region. Its extent in time decreases until the equilibrium shoreline $\xi = 0$, when its duration starts to increase again. The span in wave numbers $\alpha$ increases for increasing $\xi$. For later times the neutral curve develops a kind of bump for $\xi \geq 2$. Even if the neutral curves in the boundary layer of a solitary wave running up a sloping beach display some evolution when compared to the neutral curve for a solitary wave propagating on constant infinite depth, the most dramatic change is in the amplification of the perturbations. In figure 4 top, the amplification of the critical Tollmien-Schlichting waves is plotted for the positions defined in figure 3. Far from the beach, the amplification of the critical Tollmien-Schlichting wave corresponds basically to the one of a solitary wave traveling in an infinitely long basin. However as we approach the shoreline, the maximum amplification decreases, only to show a strong increase towards the end of the swash tongue. This indicates that the stability features in the boundary layer of the swash tongue differ significantly from those of the boundary layer under a solitary wave traveling on constant depth. Further evidence can be obtained by looking at the phase speed of the critical Tollmien-Schlichting wave, cf. figure 4 bottom. Since the Tollmien-Schlichting wave is advected by the flow in the boundary layer, its phase speed reflects qualitatively the boundary layer flow. Far from the beach, we observe first an acceleration of the Tollmien-Schlichting wave before the wave decelerates and moves in opposite direction. This pattern is slowly varied when moving towards the beach with the acceleration phase becoming shorter. Further up the beach $\xi = 2, 4$, the acceleration phase is even completely missing and we only observe a deceleration phase in the beginning. For later times we observe a strong acceleration of the Tollmien-Schlichting wave down the beach. We remark that the very vicinity of the moving shoreline our solution is not correct. Firstly, the wave model from [11] do not include surface tension which will modify the dynamics of the shoreline (contact point). Secondly, the abrupt on-set of the outer flow when a given $x$ position is inundated causes numerical large numerical errors locally.

5 Experimental work

In the present section we employ dimensional quantities, while omitting any stars.
Figure 3: Neutral curves in the \((t, \alpha)\) plane for the boundary layer flow in [11]. The curves are computed for different values of \(\xi^*/d\), which is annotated as a label to the respective curve in the figure.
Figure 4: Top: Amplifications of the critical Tollmien-Schlichting waves in figure 3. Bottom: Phase speed of the critical Tollmien-Schlichting waves. Curves are marked with $\xi*/d$. 
5.1 Experimental setup and instrumentation

Experiments were performed in a wavetank with length 25 m, width 0.51 m and depth 1 m. Both the walls and the bottom is made of glass, suitable for optical measuring techniques. A plane beach of 10° inclination was installed with the undisturbed shoreline located 7.1 m from the wave paddle. The incident solitary waves were generated by a piston type wave paddle by a modified “Goring’s method”, which is explained in [5]. The generated waves had the amplitudes $a/d = 0.977, 0.195, 0.292, 0.388, 0.481$. A non-intrusive acoustic wave gauge (Banner U-Gage S 18U) was employed to measure the incident waves at a distance of 2.045 m from the equilibrium shoreline. This gauge was also used to monitor the equilibrium depth.

A PIV (particle image velocimetry) system was used to measure the velocity fields at the beach. Three field of views (FOV) were employed in the work by PAL, one FOV was placed in the middle of the tank (25 cm from the side wall), 8 cm from the shoreline and with a window size of 5.6 cm $\times$ 5.6 cm. Two of them were located 5 cm from the side wall closest to the camera, placed 7.5 cm and 81 cm from the equilibrium shoreline position. These had window size of 2.3 cm $\times$ 2.3 cm and 3.3 cm $\times$ 3.3 cm respectively. The camera was aligned parallel to the beach, with resolution of 1024 $\times$ 1024 pixels and 2000-5000 frames per second. Wave gauges and PIV system was synchronized with the wave paddle, with $t = 0$ as the start of the paddle motion. A more detailed description of the experimental setup and instrumentation are found in [11].

5.2 Post-processing

The main purpose of the investigation in 2013 was to determine the cause of reduced runup heights in experiments compared to numerical models. Irregularities in the flow were detected in the upper FOV as well as in the lower FOV located in the middle of the wave tank. The main focus in the present work is to reanalyze the fluctuations in the flow in the upper FOV. Here, we apply a different kind of filtering to reveal some more details regarding these irregularities. Our main attention is given to the case $a/d = 0.292$, and especially the second of the three runs (Run 2). There is no strict repeatability considering amplitudes and time range of the detected irregularities and Run 2 displays the most distinct and regular oscillations in the flow pattern. Run 2 is also the one with the best seeding and, hence, the most accurate measurements. However, the difference in the measurement quality is probably not the sole reason for the differences between the experiments. For Run 1 and Run 3 the oscillations lasted for a shorter time, in addition to being less distinct. Both spatial and temporal resolution is considered for Run 2 while only spatial resolution is applied for Run 1 and Run 3.

To reduce noise, the data is averaged over 0.003 s in time and 0.02 mm in $x$. We note that the averaging period is smaller than in [11], where 0.01 s was applied. Figure 5 shows the filtered data where the fluctuations are visible. In order to extract perturbations from velocities, the horizontal velocity component is separated into a base flow, which is approximated as a linear function $u_0 + u_1x$, and perturbations $u_p$:

$$ u = u_0 + u_1x + u_p $$  \(\text{(9)}\)

In order to verify the linear approximation of the base flow, it is compared with theoretical computations at the same position and time regime for nonlinear boundary layers which display a $L2$ norm of residuals in order of $10^{-5}$ m/s for spatial resolution and $10^{-3}$ m/s for temporal resolution. Figure 6 shows the original data, $u$, and the perturbations, $u_p$, from run 2 at $z = 1.9$ mm for $t = 6.43$ s in spatial resolution and $x = 0.807$ m for temporal resolution.

In addition the seeding in Run 1 and Run 3 were less dense than for Run 2, which resulted in reduced quality of the processed data due to lack of valid velocity vectors.
Figure 5: Detected irregularities in space (left) and time (right). $a/d = 0.292$ Run 2.

Figure 6: Horizontal velocity component $u$, perturbations, $u_p$, and selected sequence for the Fourier transformation, $u_p$ cut. Data from $z = 1.9$ mm. Left: Spatial resolution, $t = 6.43$ s. Right: Temporal resolution, $x = 0.807$ m. $a/d = 0.292$ Run2.
Figure 7: Perturbations plotted in red and Fourier approximation of the signal plotted in blue at \( z = 1.9 \) mm. Left: Spatial resolution, \( t = 6.43 \) s. Left: Temporal resolution, \( x = 0.807 \) m. \( a/d = 0.292 \) Run 2.

Once the perturbations are extracted from the data, the first and last zero-crossings of the perturbations within the FOV are found and Fourier transformation is applied within the interval confined by the zero crossings. Thus, the chosen domain will determine the wavelengths in the Fourier transformation. This method is crude, and one must keep in mind that the length of the chosen sequence will vary in time or space for spatial or temporal resolution respectively. As a consequence of this is that the components of the Fourier transformation will also vary. Figure 7 shows the selected sequence, denoted \( u_{cut} \), and the first five terms of the corresponding Fourier transformation for run 2 at \( t = 6.43 \) s and \( x = 0.807 \) m.

Amplitudes of the Fourier components are normalized with the outer velocity of the flow. The outer flow is extracted from the PIV data at \( z = 6.5 \) mm. There are drop outs in the outer flow, caused by poor seeding. Due to this, the outer flow velocity is taken as the median (mean of the middle two numbers in sorted order) over the chosen sequence for each time frame in spatial resolution and for each \( x \)-position in temporal resolution. For spatial resolution, the outer flow vary slightly within the FOV for each time frame, with maximum variation of 3%. Variation of the outer flow in temporal resolution is larger, with a maximum of 25%.

When possible, wavelengths or periods of the oscillations are found from visual inspection (no mathematical interpolation involved) of all the zero crossings of the perturbations within the FOV or time range considered. The method is to extract the distance between zero crossings covering one wavelength, for all wavelengths within the chosen sequence. The final estimate for the wavelength is then the average of all distances found within the sequence. This method is even more crude and are used for comparison to the Fourier transformation.

5.3 Experimental observations

5.3.1 Results of \( a/d = 0.292 \), Run 2

Figure 9-11 shows streamlines at different stages of the flow during run up and draw down, while figure 12 shows the corresponding horizontal velocity component, \( u \), at \( z = 1.9 \) mm. No irregularities are noticeable in the early stage of the run up, then small fluctuations occur which develop to what might be related to Tollmien Schlichting waves. These waves are regular for a very short time before the oscillations become more irregular, followed by formation of vortices in the boundary layer which seems to be transported outwards. Irregularities are not visible during draw back. The most regular oscillations
Figure 8: $a/d = 0.292$ Run 2. Horizontal velocity $u$ for $z = 1, 2, 4$ and 6 mm at $t = 6.43$ s

Figure 9: Streamlines extracted from $a/d = 0.292$ Run 2. Left image, $t = 6.35$ s, shows the early stage of run up with no sign of fluctuations, the irregularities in the upper right is caused by lack of seeding. Right image, $t = 6.39$ s shows the streamlines when fluctuations occur.

are detected in run 2 at $z = 1.9$ mm, as seen in figure 8 where the horizontal velocity component of the flow for $z = 1, 2, 4$ and 6 mm is shown.

Figure 13 shows wave numbers $k_i$, $i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4$, together with corresponding amplitudes for $t = 6.37, 6.41, 6.43$ and $6.46$ s. The amplitudes are normalized with the outer flow which is extracted from the PIV data. Inspection of amplitudes of the Fourier components reveals that $k_1$ is the dominant component of the perturbations. Temporal evolution of amplitudes for $k_1$-$k_4$ are shown in figure 14.

A phase of strong growth in $A_1$ is evident for $t$ between $t = 6.38$ s and $t = 6.43$, say. Since we do not have any knowledge of “initial amplitudes” in the experiments the amplitudes themselves cannot be related to theory, but times and relative growth rates, $A^{-1}dA/dt$, can be compared. It is remarkable that for the given position the theory (figure 4, $\zeta/d = 4$ ) predicts $t_c = 6.38$ s (critical time of instability when $A$ starts to grow). However, while the growth in the experiment takes place in the range $6.38$ s – $6.43$ s, with a relative growth rate of $80$ s$^{-1}$ in the first part of this range, the growth in the theory lasts until $t = 6.9$ s, with a maximum relative growth rate of $15.7$ s$^{-1}$ at $t = 6.66$ s. Naturally, the estimates of the growth rates
Figure 10: Streamlines extracted from $a/d = 0.292$ Run 2. Left image, $t = 6.43$ s, shows the streamlines when the Tollmien Schlichting waves appear in the flow. Right image, $t = 6.69$ s shows the first generated vortex.

Figure 11: Streamlines extracted from $a/d = 0.292$ Run 2. Left image, $t = 6.77$ s, Vortices are transported outwards. Right image, $t = 7.24$ s no sign of irregularities during draw back.

Figure 12: Velocities extracted from $a/d = 0.292$ Run 2. Left image: horizontal velocity component $u$, $t = 6.31$ s, $t = 6.39$ s and $t = 6.43$ s in blue, red and black. Right image: $t = 6.69$ s, $t = 6.77$ s and $t = 7.24$ s in blue, red and black.
in the experiments are inaccurate. According to figure 10 in [10] there may also be significant differences in the base flows (boundary layer profiles before instability becomes noticeable) between experiments and theory. A difference must be assumed since the experimental and theoretical/inviscid runup height differs by 20% and FOV 2 is close to the shoreline (see figure 1). Still, the differences concerning growth rate are so substantial that we cannot rule out the possibility that the rapid experimental transition around \( t = 6.40 \) s may be a secondary instability and that the first linear instability is lost in the measurements. According to [4] a secondary instability may be expected when the magnitude of undulations reaches, say, 1% of that of the base flow, while we measure the strong growth rates when the amplitudes are between 1% and 5% of the base flow.

Wavelengths, \( \lambda_1 - \lambda_4 \), are shown in figure 15. Eddies that are formed in the later stage are shown in figure 16. The average distance measured between two consecutive eddies, shown in the figure, is \( 5 \times 10^{-3} \) m. Wavelengths, \( \lambda_1 \), are given in table 1 together with amplitudes of the perturbations, outer velocities and wavelengths, \( \lambda_{viz} \), that are found by purely visual inspection. Wavelengths \( \lambda_1 \) vary between 1.01 cm and 1.57 cm, while the critical wave number extracted from the theoretical neutral curve corresponds to a wavelength of 1.05 cm. Hence, the length of first unstable mode in the analysis is clearly of the same order as the lengths observed in the experiment. Results from the temporal resolution are given in table 2, where periods \( T_1 \) are listed together with amplitudes of the perturbations, outer velocity and periods \( T_{viz} \) that are found by visual inspection.

Figure 13: \( a/d = 0.292 \) Run 2. Wave numbers \( k_i \), \( i = 0 : 4 \) with increasing \( k \) from left to right and corresponding amplitudes of the perturbations at \( t = 6.37 \) s upper left, \( t = 6.39 \) s upper right, \( t = 6.43 \) s lower left, \( t = 6.46 \) s lower right.
close to equilibrium in the middle of the tank. The flow turned unstable in one out of four experiments.

Poor seeding in the start of the runup tongue causing loss of velocity vectors in the early stage of the

find structures akin to Tollmien Schlichting waves have been made. Unfortunately, they failed due to

The largest waves with $a/d$ = 0

Table 3: $a/d$ = 0.292 Run 2. Wave numbers $k_0$ and wavelengths $\lambda_1$ extracted from Fourier transformation, wavelengths $\lambda_{v_{1z}}$ extracted manually from the figures, outer velocity $u_{out}$ and amplitude $A_1/u_{out}$

Table 2: $a/d$ = 0.292 Run 2. Angular frequencies $\omega_0$ and periods $T_1$ extracted from Fourier transformation, periods, $T_{v_{1z}}$ extracted manually from the figures, outer velocity $u_{out}$ and amplitude $A_1/u_{out}$

5.3.2 Brief overview of $a/d = 0.292$, Run 1 and Run 3

Results from the spatial resolution is extracted from the data for Run 1 and Run 3 and given in tables 3 and 4. Amplitudes of the perturbations are markedly smaller in Run 1 compared to Run 2, while for Run 3 the amplitudes are comparable to those of Run 2. One should also notice that the time range for the oscillations are shorter in Run 1 and Run 3 compared to Run 2.

Table 3: $a/d$ = 0.292 Run 1. Wave numbers $k_0$ and wavelengths $\lambda_1$ extracted from Fourier transformation, wavelengths $\lambda_{v_{1z}}$ extracted manually from the figures, outer velocity $u_{out}$ and amplitude $A_1/u_{out}$

5.3.3 Irregularities of $a/d = 0.388$ and $a/d = 0.481$

The largest waves with $a/d \sim 0.4$ and 0.5 were unstable during runup in the upper FOV. Attempts to find structures akin to Tollmien Schlichting waves have been made. Unfortunately, they failed due to poor seeding in the start of the runup tongue causing loss of velocity vectors in the early stage of the runup.

Fluctuations, but without good repeatability, were also detected for $a/d \sim 0.5$ in the FOV located close to equilibrium in the middle of the tank. The flow turned unstable in one out of four experiments. Video recordings revealed that the beach experienced a depression (up to 1 mm) during runup due to the load of the swash flow. However, at present it is not clear how this may cause pronounced transverse
Figure 14: $a/d \sim 0.3$ Run 2. Growth in amplitude for $k_1$ (upper left), $k_2$ (upper right), $k_3$ (lower left), $k_4$ (lower right), $t = 6.37 - 6.46 \text{s}$.

Figure 15: $a/d \sim 0.3$ Run 2. Wavelengths
Figure 16: $a/d = 0.292$ Run 2. Streamlines with eddies at $t = 6.70s$

Table 4: $a/d = 0.292$ Run 3. Wave numbers $k_0$ and wavelengths $\lambda_1$ extracted from Fourier transformation, wavelengths $\lambda_{viz}$ extracted manually from the figures, outer velocity $u_{out}$ and amplitude $A_1/u_{out}$ variation in the evolution of the boundary layers. In any case, the largest wave may be close to the transitional regime also in the start of the runup.

## 6 Remarks

[13] suggested that local instability is always to be expected in the decelerated parts of bottom boundary layers in transient or oscillatory flow. This is supported by the present theoretical investigation of instability in swash zone boundary layers. A crucial quantity from linear stability analysis for a flow of this type is the total amplification during the span of the unstable period. For a solitary wave in constant depth of 0.2 m this amplification is modest. It then decreases during shoaling while it is strongly increased, well beyond that in constant depth, in the swash zone, where we have large velocities and decelerations. Hence, in a runup experiment transition in the boundary layer are most likely to appear onshore.

It is to be expected that small scale features, such as undulatory behaviour in a boundary layer is, difficult to detect experimentally. From the experiments in [11] we could identify only one FOV in a single experiment with velocity measurement of sufficient quality for revelation of distinct flow patterns resembling Tollmien Schlichting waves. It is encouraging that for this experiment we found very good agreement for the time of appearance of instabilities and that the dominant length of the experimental undulations are close to the length of the critical Tollmien Schlichting waves. However, the realtive
growth rate of the observed waves cannot be reconciled with theoretical growth rates. Other repetitions of the same experiment suffered from poorer seeding leading to a lower quality in the measurements. Still, this is unlikely as a single explanation for the lack of reproducibility. Even though, irregular flow was observed in these repetitions as well, there were substantial differences in both amplitudes and the duration of the oscillations. According to [13] poor repeatability may be expected in such a case due to the nature of the instability and the absence of a controlled perturbation of the flow. To produce firm experimental evidence of the boundary layer instabilities in swash flow on this scale one would probably have to make a vast number of repetitions with well controlled sources of noise of different magnitudes. Moreover, according to, for instance, [4], a secondary instability may be expected when the magnitude of undulations reaches, say, 1% of that of the base flow. In our good experiment they reach 3-5% before vortex formation is observed and it is possible that the observed growth may be associated with the secondary rather than primary, linear instability. Methods like the PIV often have a noise level of order 1%, which makes direct observation of the first linear stage of the instability difficult in the first place.
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Part III

Experiments on slide generated waves in a 1:500 scale model
Appendix A

Filter applied for the ultrasonic wave gauges

In 2012 a new set of ultra sonic gauges (Banner U-Gage S18U) were bought at the hydrodynamic laboratory, University of Oslo. These gauges displayed more noise in the signals than the older ones, even though the only difference between the newer gauges and the old ones were the production year. A great amount of work were performed in investigating the reason for the reduced quality. Both technical staff at the producer and the laboratory engineer at the University of Oslo looked into this. The reason for decreased quality of the signal were not found and the data was still within the specification (Banner-Engineering, 2013), even though the quality was dramatically reduced.

Therefor, development of a proper filter for the detected noise started. The first step was to determine where the actual signal was hidden in the noise. The noise was regular, and the true value was always located at minimum values of the collected data while the noise was located approximately 0.6 mm or 1.2 mm above. Low pass filters were not suitable for this particular noise pattern, with the result of a filtered signal located in between the actual data and the noise. Different approaches in developing a suitable filter were done and the final version were written in MatLab by Dr. Odin Gramstad. This filter removes sharp peaks exceeding the smallest of two neighboring points where a threshold value determine whether the detected peak is considered to be noise. The removed values are then replaced by interpolating the nearest points with cubic interpolation. In figure 17 the raw data from an experiment containing a large amount of noise and the result from the applied filter is demonstrated.
Figure 17: Illustration of the detected noise and effect of the applied filter. Left: Collected and processed data for a solitary wave. Right: Zoom of the crest, spikes are visible and the filter detect the correct signal.